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FADE IN:

EXT. TAOS NEW MEXICO - NIGHT

[Sepia hues] MARIACHI ORCHESTRA horns and strings blast out
a fast Latino tune to CELEBRANTS boisterously enjoy La Fiesta
de Taos.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.)
(mature female voice)

My name is Adobe Rose, and I grew up
in the mystical town of Taos, New
Mexico.

FIESTA de TAOS NEW MEXICO 

Several celebrants light sparklers with other fireworks
popping around the plaza.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I'm here to tell you that my favorite
time of the year is the 4th of July.

4th OF JULY

In the center of the plaza, FIESTA CHILDREN gather around a
swinging "El Toro" pinata.

20 YEARS AGO

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And I especially loved the fireworks
and the Mariachi music, but one thing
scared me …

(whispering echo)
That old scraggy woman, La Jirona!

LA JIRONA, ancient, wrinkled, weaves in and out of the parade.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Legend has it that the witch, La
Jirona, steals children in their
sleep, 

ADOBE ROSE, 5, a dark olive Hispana child, peeks around a
taller boy to see the weather-beaten, 

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
At least that's what my older brother
told me.

Blindfolded, SALVADOR, 8-year old half Hispanic / half Asian
boy with flaming red hair and freckles, swings left-handed
at the paper machê with a baseball bat.
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ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Salvador, will always be my best
friend, because he always looked out
for me.

Adobe Rose giddily smiles at Salvador's energy attempting to
split open El Toro.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And this is what I remember of my
father, Cipriano Rosario. He was
kind, warm, and loving to my brother
and me.

CIPRIANO ROSARIO, 30s, joyfully watches his two children,
Salvador and Adobe Rose.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
But a tragic storm headed our way
that was about to explode apart our
family, and that storm came in the
form of an Albino Widow, named Azia.

From the other edge of the circle, the Albino Asian Woman,
AZIA, 30s, with white hair, lowers her sunglasses to reveal
stone cold white pupils.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And her evil white pupils will always
be burned into my consciousness. 

Azia spies Salvador's attacking the paper machê piñata and
then speaks with a heavy assertive Chinese accent.

AZIA
The kid who smashes the paper mâche
bull. He is the one.

Azia's Anglo male thugs, LOOSE CANNON and ZONED OUT, step up
to her.

ZONED OUT
(stutterer Cockney
accent)

Why is he the one?

With the back of his hand, Loose Cannon slaps Zoned Out in
his chest.

LOOSE CANNON
(deeper Cockney accent)

Brother, I do all the thinking for
us. Azia says he is the one, he is
the one.
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Azia slightly nods and pushes back her sunglasses covering
her eyes and then pulls out a long-stem cigarette holder,
positions a filter-less cigarette in it, extracts a lighter,
but doesn't ignite it.

AZIA
Boneheads, screw this up; I guarantee
to separate your lives into pieces.

Loose Cannon lights a firecracker and tosses it into the
center of the road instantly POPPING FORTH its OBNOXIOUS
BLASTS than slaps Zoned Out on the shoulder.

LOOSE CANNON
That's why call me, Loose Cannon and
my little brother, Zoned Out.

With a huge swing, Salvador busts open El Toro.

The Fiesta Children frantically grab the confections.

Candy and goodies fly out of El Toro's paper mâche guts.

Like locust, a flock of children descends upon the goodies
blocking out Adobe Rose.

Salvador instantly removes his bandanna revealing a handsome
Hispano/Asian face. He bends down and picks up several pieces
of candy, looks over to see Adobe Rose without any prizes.

Salvador steps up to Adobe Rose.

SALVADOR
Adobe Rose, here, you can have my
candy.

ADOBE ROSE
Thank you Salvador. You are my best
friend.

Salvador blushes, and he looks over to two Hispanic middle-
aged WOMAN waving at their children. He then turns toward
the Mariachi Orchestra.

SALVADOR
Lets race once around the plaza. Bet
you win.

ADOBE ROSE
You always let me win, but I still
need a head start.

SALVADOR
Okay … get ready … 
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Salvador and Adobe Rose stand up and take a runners stance.

SALVADOR (CONT'D)
Set … go … 

Salvador allows Adobe Rose to run ahead of him. Then at half
speed, he purposely lags a short distance behind her.

Adobe Rose and Salvador enter the dark side of the portal on
the north-west side.

A string of Black Cats forces the children to dart farther
from the center of the plaza.

Wearing a Dia de Muerto mask, Zoned Out grabs Adobe Rose and
lifts her into his brutish arms.

ADOBE ROSE
(distorted)

LET ME GO! LET ME GO!

Salvador pivots his head spotting the abduction and runs as
quickly as he can toward the Anglo brute.

SALVADOR
(distorted)

HEY, WHAT YOU DO? LEAVE ADOBE ROSE
ALONE! LEAVE ADOBE ROSE ALONE!

Salvador starts beating and kicking Zoned Out when Loose
Cannon, also wearing a Dia de Muerto mask, grabs the boy
from behind.

ADOBE ROSE
(more distorted)

LET ME GO! LET ME GO!

Donning a female Dia de Muerto mask, Azia eyes Adobe Rose
who catches the white pupils of the older woman's eyes just
before she places a cotton hood over Salvador's face to
muffles cries.

ZONED OUT
And the girl?

LOOSE CANNON
We raise her into prostitution!

Loose Cannon and Zoned Out carry the two children into an
alley, next to a van.

AZIA
I got enough girls! Too young! Too
skinny! Does me no good!
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ZONED OUT
Should I eliminate her?

AZIA
IDIOT! Because of age, she remembers
nothing; thus she is no threat!

LOOSE CANNON
Toss her! We're out of here!

In the back alley off of the plaza, Zoned Out sets Adobe
Rose on her seat and points his finger at her face.

ZONED OUT
Sit here, don't move, or you be a
sorry little thing.

Witnessing Salvador being abducted by Loose Cannon and Zoned
Out, Adobe Rose's face contorts up, and she starts crying.

ADOBE ROSE
(weakly cries out)

SALVADOR! SALVADOR! SALVADOR!

Loose Cannon and Zoned Out hustle Salvador from the darkness
of the Taos Plaza.

Zoned Out lights another wad of Black Cats and tosses
fireworks behind him also exiting the alley adjacent to the
plaza.

Tears stream down Adobe Rose's cheekbones to the Black Cats
exploding between her and the abductors.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(mature female voice)

And I vowed if it took my entire
life, one day I would find my brother
and best friend, Salvador.

To the repeated sound of a SHOTGUN BLASTING forth, SLOW PUSH
to the fireworks highlight Adobe Rose's innocent green eyes
to HARD ROCK MUSIC swelling from the explosions.

MORPH TO:

INT. EAST LA PROJECTS  - NIGHT

As an adult, Adobe Rose's eyes appear just as green.

TWO DECADES LATER

With mature stunning model looks, ADOBE ROSE, 20s, flinches
to several rounds from a shotgun blast highlight her face to
HARD ROCK MUSIC growing louder and more distinct.
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ADOBE ROSE
(turns to camera)

Let's get this straight up. I'm
enjoying my chosen profession, a
bounty hunter of the worst-of-the-
worst.

THESE MODERN TIMES

Deep within the projects of East LA, Adobe Rose levels her
shotgun and blasts a double seize fist hole in the side of a
wall, and the HARD ROCK MUSIC rips forth.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
But only under extreme circumstances
will I bring a man or woman back
dead because my goal is to deliver
the package alive, collect the money
due, and move onto my next paycheck.

EAST LOS ANGELES

Next to the hole, the athletically toned beauty, Adobe Rose,
takes cover by leaning against the exterior wall.

From inside the room, a hand sprays 9mm Uzi bullets across
from the far side of the wall.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
Today, we're after four drug dealers
who mainly target children. AND DAMN!
HOW I HATE BULLIES!

Adobe Rose removes a HAND GRENADE from her flack jacket and
pulls the pin and turns directly into the camera, and the
HARD ROCK MUSIC fades.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
But this human trash is the worst of
the worst, through their drug
enterprise they produce and
distribution of child pornography.
By my estimation, that should be a
death sentence.

Adobe Rose pops the handle that ZINGS outward. She counts to
three and lobs in the grenade through the hole into the room
succinctly followed by its REVERBERATING EXPLOSION with
windowpane shards blowing back out of the room.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I've got the best two partners I
could find anywhere.
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Adobe Rose flicks her head to her partner, D'Shuan, early
30s, 6'+ African American football nickel-back, extremely
buff with a shaven head.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
D'Shuan is super strong, able to
bench press 400 pounds, and loyal
beyond fault. Tragically, his two
older sisters and a younger brother
were all gunned down in the New York
City Opiate Wars. Whenever he can he
dumps the drug trash.

Adobe Rose points two fingers down the hall to ZEMZ, 20's,
Tibetan Sherpa, short mid five feet tall with agile features.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Zemz always amazes me with his
agility. He is light of stature and
a Buddhist warrior from Myanmar.
Remember that use to be called Burma?

Adobe Rose nods once to Zemz, who deftly moves around her
taking the lead point.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Zemz moves fast, agile, and holds a
record for climbing thirteen Mount
Everest summits. We all have our
challenges.

Zemz flicks his head to Adobe Rose.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Zemz seeks revenge for his entire
family killed by Tsao, the corrupt
Leader of the Triangleze Fighters in
Myanmar. And soon D'Shuan and I will
help him exact that revenge.

In the distant, the WHINE of a POLICE SIREN fills the
landscape.

D'SHUAN
(NYC urban vernacular)

Adobe, got maybe a minute before our
best police buddies arrive?

ZEMZ
(SE Asian accent)

Boss Lady, police get bad guys, we
no make the money!
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ADOBE ROSE
We're not going to let that happen!

SERIES OF QUICK CUTS:

WEAPONS BLAZING, Adobe Rose, D'Shuan, and Zemz dive into the
BAD GUYS apartment.

SWAT COMMANDER, 20's, military buzz-cut, chiseled features,
wearing black SWAT attire, quickly exits the police truck
and leads a half-dozen LA SWAT to surround the seedy motel.

As the four men struggle to regain consciousness, Adobe Rose
pulls out a picture, identifying the two HISPANIC MEN.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
(voice distorted)

Those two Hispanos. Knock them out!

With Tasers, Zemz and D'Shuan ZAP two of the male Bad Guys
into unconsciousness.

D'SHUAN
(voice distorted)

Not these Black bastards.

ZEMZ
(voice distorted)

Exploiters of children deserve no
future breath.

D'Shuan removes a 4-foot machete and positions it over the
two Black Bad Guys heads.

ADOBE ROSE
(cont. distorted)

D'Shuan, we go down that road we're
no better monsters.

BLACK BAD GUYS
(cont. distorted)

Brother, no kill us. Wounded bad.
Help us …

D'SHUAN
(cont. distorted)

That will have to be someone else.

SWAT Commander motions LA SWAT to follow his lead and approach
the apartment complex.

D'Shuan unfolds a large canvass zip bag and places the two
light of stature Hispanic Bad Guys in it.
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Adobe Rose pulls out an unidentified picture from one of the
Bad Guys' pockets.

SWAT Commander guides LA SWAT through the ground floor and
into the stairwell where they come to a complete stop.

With Adobe Rose and Zemz guiding the point, D'Shuan almost
effortlessly carries the canvass bag down the hall. All three
quickly enter an adjacent apartment room.

SWAT Commander hustles with LA SWAT up a flight of stairs.

Adobe Rose quietly shuts the door, and SWAT Commander peers
around the stairwell with a mirror to notice a vacant hallway
but spots smoke emanating from a central room.

When LA SWAT enters the trashed out apartment, SWAT Commander
turns off the stereo to everything appearing EERILY QUIET,
except smoking bullet holes across every wall and the two
Black Bad Men withering in agony on the floor.

EXT. VAN NUYS AIRPORT - DAY

Zemz stands on the outside of a black stretch limousine in
the parking lot of the Van Nuys Airport with two BODYGUARDS
holding automatic rifles.

ZEMZ
By noon you say extra million dollars
to deliver your enemies?

D'Shuan unzips two large duffel bags and points to his prizes
of two bound and gagged live Bad Guy.

AZIA
No deal. I negotiate for two heads.

A much older Azia remains steadfast.

ZEMZ
Boss Lady, we don't like to kill
unless no other option but to kill.

The Veiled Older Woman hands Zemz a briefcase.

AZIA
I want my headhunters happy. I give
not one but extra million each.

D'Shuan tosses the canvass bag at the feet of one of the
Bodyguards.
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AZIA (CONT'D)
I demand words with the female
associate. What you call her, Adobe
Rose?

Zemz steps up to Adobe Rose and D'Shuan.

ZEMZ
Boss Lady, benefactor wants words
with you.

ADOBE ROSE
(slightly surprised)

Is she not satisfied with our work?

ZEMZ
For the first job, she very satisfied.

(shows briefcase)
She pays one million dollars extra
each.

D'SHUAN
For a day's work, I'm twice as large;
so I should get fat hazard pay.

ZEMZ
D'Shuan no be fat, just sleeping
giant.

D'SHUAN
Thanks Buddha Warrior.

(turns to Adobe Rose)
Adobe, taking out the slim of the
earth is going to draw out some
dedicated law enforcement cats.

HARD CUT TO:

INT. EAST LA PROJECTS  - DAY

ROBERT "KIWI" CHRISTCHURCH, early 30's, Interpol detective,
blondish, 6"+, refined clean shaven handsomeness, impeccably
tailored, exits a sedan.

D'SHUAN
And they will go to great lengths to
take us down.

Robert looks across the street to study the SWAT Police
presence outside of the crime scene.

HARD CUT BACK TO:
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EXT. VAN NUYS AIRPORT - DAY

Adobe Rose glances at the stretch limousine and then back at
her two partners, D'Shuan and Zemz.

ADOBE ROSE
Brothers in arms, we both have the
same goal, two fewer sewer rats
dumping on humanity.

ZEMZ
And what of your brother? Is Salvador
his name?

ADOBE ROSE
Yes, Salvador's a victim.

D'SHUAN
Hell, everybody's a victim these
days.

Adobe Rose turns and steps up to the limousine. The Veiled
Older Woman, Azia motions for her to enter.

INT. STRETCH LIMOUSINE - DAY -- CONTINUOUS

Inside the stretch limousine, Adobe Rose sits opposite Azia
and two of her bodyguards, Loose Cannon and Zoned Out.

AZIA
Let me introduce Loose Cannon and
Zoned Out? You meet them before?

INTENSE FLASH CUT:

EXT. TAOS PLAZA - DAY

Loose Cannon and the Azia hustle the child Salvador from the
darkness of the Taos plaza while Zoned Out lights another
wad of Black Cats and tosses fireworks to their ECHOING
EXPLOSIONS.

INTENSE FLASH FORWARD CUT:

INT. STRETCH LIMOUSINE - DAY

Azia pulls out a long-stem cigarette holder, again positions
a filter-less cigarette in it, withdraws a lighter, but again
purposely does not ignite it.

AZIA
My men, Loose Cannon and Zoned Out,
tracked your two marks for a decade.
You present me their warm bodies in
less than three days.
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ADOBE ROSE
(coolly)

The police just missed us.
(indicates to her
pocket)

May I?

Loose Cannon and Zoned Out draw pistols down on Adobe Rose,
and Azia holds up her hand.

AZIA
See what have there?

Adobe Rose removes a picture from her vest pocket and shows
an adult version of Salvador to Azia.

ADOBE ROSE
I took this from one of your marks.
This is my brother and my childhood
best friend, Salvador. You owe me an
explanation.

AZIA
Salvador is my grandson.

ADOBE ROSE
Is he the son of your daughter?

AZIA
Yes, when she died, your father moved
back to Taos, New Mexico. Your Spanish
father took an Anglo wife, had one
baby girl, and here you sit.

ADOBE ROSE
So my half brother is now in the
hands of some very bad men, and you
want me to hunt them down and bring
him back. This I would do for free.

Adobe Rose seizes up Zoned Out and Loose Cannon.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
But you still kidnapped my brother
and tore up our family. My parents
divorced, and my father never
recovered. When I was not even six,
my mother moved me back to the Los
Angeles area. In my life, I grew up
without Salvador and my father.

Loose Cannon flashes his yellow-stained teeth at Adobe Rose.
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ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
I see you as a degenerate, decrepit,
evil old woman.

[A beat] Adobe Rose deftly removes a hand grenade, pulls the
pin, and holds it before Azia to Loose Cannon cocking the
hammer on his pistol.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
(rock steady hands)

Test me!

Adobe Rose holds up her hand to Loose Cannon and Zoned Out
stopping them from shooting her.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
What's to keep me from shredding us
right here?

AZIA
Then you never find your brother,
but I have a warning. Salvador is
not in the hands of my enemies. My
grandson is my main competitor.

EXT. VENEZUELA JUNGLE - DAY

[Cyan tones] Salvador, early 30's, stands next to a cocaine
manufacturing plant.

AZIA
From South America, he runs the
largest cocaine distribution through
Pacific and now into North America.

Salvador steps up to a pretty NARQUITA processing cocaine
and briefly lifts up her auburn hair with her attempting to
hold her breath.

INT. STRETCH LIMOUSINE - DAY

Adobe Rose's knuckles turn white from gripping the grenade.

ADOBE ROSE
To eliminate your competition, you
want me to bounty hunt my own half-
brother? That's not going to happen.

Azia hauntingly eyes Adobe Rose.

AZIA
I want you to take down his
organization; so he realizes he is
not so self-important.
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ADOBE ROSE
You describe a man who would kill
his own sister, and happily cut the
heart out of his grandmother.

Azia produces a manilla envelop and hands it to Adobe Rose.

AZIA
For me to give you Salvador, you
must first go through these five
drug lords.

ADOBE ROSE
To do your dirty work?

AZIA
Just check out what you need to do.

Holding the grenade, Adobe Rose opens up the envelope, and
she shuffles through the pictures of five vermin.

ADOBE ROSE
More filth commanding to be deposited
in a landfill? Let's see who you are
too lazy to eliminate yourself.

Adobe Rose studies the picture with the caption on each:
Jefe Gordo, Maarten la Plata, Guta Percha, Emperor Jumbalia,
and then Tsao.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
Jefe Gordo in Mexico, Maarten la
Plata in Puerto Rico, Guta Percha in
Denmark, Emperor Jumbalia in Sierra
Leon African, and Tsao the Leader of
the Triangleze Fighters in Myanmar
South East Asia.

Adobe Rose looks up and incredulously releases a breath.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
Couldn't you have made this list a
little more dangerous and have us go
out and kill the devil himself?

AZIA
Too difficult? Not for the brilliant
Adobe Rose. Eliminate, mutilate,
take what you want from these
parasites. Upon completion, you get
a family reunion with your brother,
Salvador.

Adobe Rose sleeves the pictures back in the envelope.
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ADOBE ROSE
And when I bag Salvador and hand him
over, you eject him out of your plane
over the Pacific like you will with
the two men in the duffel bag?

In dead seriousness Azia leans forward in the back seat.

AZIA
No, I arraigned marriage with Chinese
princess to produce many beautiful
grandchildren, becomes your nieces
and nephews. Then Salvador gets my
vast empire.

ADOBE ROSE
And my team, what's the take for us?

AZIA
Survive journey; your team gets
$30,000,000; so never shoot out with
cockroaches again. In envelope you
find half waiting for you in Cayman
Island bank account, other $15,000,000
when Salvador is presented to me,
alive.

Adobe Rose stink-eyes Loose Cannon and Zoned Out.

ADOBE ROSE
(with attitude)

Loose Cannon, Zoned Out, one day you
will pay a horrible price for
terrorizing a boy and his sister.

Adobe Rose releases the handle on the grenade.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
A memento to remember our precious
time together!

Adobe tosses the ordinance to Loose Cannon who catches it
dropping his pistol to the hand bomb fizzling dead.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
Sianara B.Cs.

ZONED OUT
What's B.C.?

LOOSE CANNON
We no Bully Cowards!

AZIA
How did I find these brain trusts?
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INT. EAST LA PROJECTS  - DAY

An LAPD FEMALE SWAT approaches the SWAT Commander.

LAPD FEMALE
SWAT Commander, an Interpol Inspector
is here to talk to you about this
crime scene.

SWAT Commander looks over to see Robert Christchurch, standing
on the outside of the crime scene barrier.

SWAT COMMANDER
Not ATF, not ICE, not FBI, or Homeland
Security, but Interpol shows up at
my little rattle and roll crime scene?

LAPD FEMALE
Interpol, what's Interpol?

SWAT COMMANDER
International police. Show him over.

Robert steps up and shows the SWAT Commander his ID.

ROBERT
(Kiwi accent)

I'm Robert Christchurch of Interpol,
from New Zealand.

SWAT COMMANDER
That's special. What brings you to
our little LA shake and bake play
date?

Robert hands SWAT Commander a picture of Azia, the Albino
Asian Woman, from her 30s, with white hair, and her iconic
white pupils.

ROBERT
I've been tracking this Asian albino
matron for the better part of two
years.

SWAT Commander hands back the picture to Robert.

SWAT COMMANDER
Well, she looks scary.

ROBERT
Do not let looks deceive. Her name
is Azia, and our code name for her
is the Albino Widow, devourer of
men. 

(MORE)
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ROBERT (CONT'D)
She's expanding her drug empire by
hiring assassins to eliminate her
competitors.

TWO EMTs wheel out in gurneys two Black Men, MOANING and
GROANING, past Robert and SWAT Commander to the WHIRLING
SOUND of a HELICOPTER BLADES.

SWAT COMMANDER
I wouldn't say assassins exactly,
these two shot in the legs and two
missing isn't exactly the carnage
we're used to in East Los Angeles.

ROBERT
To find Albino Widow, my strategy is
to follow the suspect T.O.G.

SWAT COMMANDER
Suspect T.O.G.? Take Out Garbage.

INT./EXT. VAN NUYS AIRPORT - DAY -- MOMENTS LATER.

Adobe Rose briefly scans the busy airport. At the helipad,
D'Shuan REVS UP the blades on his helicopter.

D'SHUAN
[Thru headset] Five bad guys before
you can get to your brother?

ZEMZ
[Thru headset] More work for us Boss
Lady.

Adobe Rose sits next to him with Zemz in the back, and they
watch Azia private jet take off flying into the western sun.

ADOBE ROSE
[Thru headset] Yes, five marks, and
at the end there's a pot of gold, 
$5,000,000 each.

Adobe Rose holds up the manila envelope with the three
speaking through the headsets.

ZEMZ
For me not money, but the journey.

D'Shuan full revs up the helicopter's engines.

D'SHUAN
$5,000,000 signing bonus and
$10,000,000 overall? 

(MORE)
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D'SHUAN (CONT'D)
That's more in a single season than
I use to get for tackling
quarterbacks.

ADOBE ROSE
And now we get to compost the worst
of the worst human trash.

ZEMZ
Boss Lady, you believe new employer
good for compensation?

ADOBE ROSE
The Asian albino seems motivated.
D'Shuan, you ready to fly south of
the border?

D'Shuan revs up the helicopter, lifts off, and guides his
bird toward the south to the LYRICAL TIMBER of a SOLO
CLASSICAL GUITAR piece.

EXT. PARACHO MEXICO - DAY

Adobe Rose makes her way through a rustic street of Paracho
Mexico.

PARACHO in MICHOACÁN MEXICO 

Adobe Rose looks up to see many of the shops display
handcrafted guitars with the CLASSICAL GUITAR song growing
in intensity.

Adobe Rose enters one of the shops and steps up to the
proprietor, RODRIGO, 50s, distinguished Hispanic.

RODRIGO
Bastante falta, muchos instrumentos
de calidad aquí. ¿Tú tocas guitarra?
[Pretty miss, many quality instruments
here. You play guitar?] 

Adobe Rose's face looks lost in thought to the SWELLING MELODY
of a Classical Guitar piece.

ADOBE ROSE
Mi padre enseñó a mi hermano a tocar
la guitarra española. [My father
taught my brother to play Spanish
guitar.] 

RODRIGO
¿Pero no tú? [But not you?]
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ADOBE ROSE
No, yo no. [No, not me.] My Spanish
not the best. Do you speak English?

RODRIGO
Yes, of course.

FLASH CUT TO:

INT. RANCHO DE TAOS - DAY

[Sepia tones] In a modest South West Hispanic style adobe
house, CIPRIANO ROSARIO, 30s, sits with a Spanish guitar in
his lap concentrating on playing a complicated classical
guitar solo.

20 YEARS AGO / RANCHO de TAOS 

Adobe Rose, 6, cautiously enters the room and stops just
before Cipriano.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.)
I asked my father to teach me the
guitar.

Cipriano stops playing and looks up at Adobe Rose.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
He stopped playing and looked up at
me, smiled, and said …

CIPRIANO
Adobe Rose, yes, one day soon I teach
you to play this fine instrument … 

Tears form in Adobe Rose's eyes.

ADOBE ROSE
We will never see Salvador again,
will we?

CIPRIANO
My child Adobe Rose, I do not know.

(lost in thought)
I just do not know.

FLASH FORWARD TO:

EXT. PARACHO MEXICO - DAY

Adobe Rose lightly smiles at the store owner, Rodrigo.
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ADOBE ROSE
I never did see my father after that
night, but I took lessons as a
teenager.

RODRIGO
Because the guitar seems so much a
part of your father, your legacy,
and now your future. 

Adobe Rose snaps back to reality.

ADOBE ROSE
Yes. What is the best, most valuable
guitar? And can you ship it back to
the states? 

Adobe Rose points to the back of the shop to the high-end
instruments.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
(reverts to English)

What about that guitar? 

Laid out in a case, Rodrigo shows Adobe Rose a particularly
beautiful classical guitar with a spruce top, removes it,
and by the neck twists it in his hand several times to display
it gorgeous Brazilian rosewood hues, grains, and sapwood
markings.

RODRIGO
This is my greatest creation, a
Brazilian rosewood grand concert, a
good price at twenty thousand dollars,
shipping and insurance another
thousand.

ADOBE ROSE
Beautiful, that's the one I buy.

Adobe Rose lays an envelope with money on the counter. She
then withdraws her smartphone and shows Rodrigo a photo of
the man, Jefe Gordo.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
I need to find this man, Jefe Gordo
and give him a lesson in civility.
Do you know where I can visit the
Pig Boss?

With a nauseating expression, Rodrigo looks at the picture
of Jefe Gordo.
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RODRIGO
Jefe Gordo, the Boss of the Pigs.
This man is evil. He is the lord of
the Michoacán drug cartel. You want
nothing to do with Jefe Gordo, unless
you are La Narca.

ADOBE ROSE
No, never La Narca. I am eliminator
of El Narcos. Señor Rodrigo, I know
a year ago Jefe Gordo kidnapped
someone you love beyond words. Now
she is his hostage? 

From behind the counter, Rodrigo removes a family picture of
a pretty young woman and shows that to Adobe Rose.

RODRIGO
This is my only child, Isla. Jefe
Gordo kidnapped her a year ago off
the very street in front of my guitar
shop. Isla is now that pig's slave.

Adobe Rose glances at Isla's picture.

ADOBE ROSE
She is a beautiful girl.

RODRIGO
You can find his compound forty
kilometers into the mountains
southeast of here. 

EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE JEFE GORDO COMPOUND - DAY

Through binoculars, Adobe Rose spies on a massive white
hacienda compound to spot a half-dozen guards.

RODRIGO (V.O.)
There is only one road that leads to
a massive white hacienda. His guards
see everyone who approaches from our
little village. He never allows a
visitor, not even myself for Isla.

ADOBE ROSE
Looks seriously fortified!

D'SHUAN
They'll never expect three to take
on that small Army.

With his helicopter sitting in the valley behind the group,
Adobe Rose hands Zemz the glass, and D'Shuan removes an M-
16sr [military sniper rifle].
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ZEMZ
Life is cheap, but to take a life
could be the ultimate expense.

ADOBE ROSE
Do you know that it's a ten-year
prison sentence for any foreigner to
transport or buy a firearm in Mexico?
And it's one year per bullet.

D'SHUAN
I don't see any Mexican police around
here to take us down.

ADOBE ROSE
No, but I'd like to keep our record
clean.

To MARIACHI MUSIC FADING FORTH, D'Shuan finishes prepping
his M-16sr.

D'SHUAN
I feel you or Zemz is threatened, I
put them down.

Adobe Rose, D'Shuan, and Zemz give one hard glance at the
compound, and the sound of EL BANDO MARIACHI blasts forth.

ADOBE ROSE
I think it's Mexico Party Down Day.

ZEMZ
Mexico Party Down Day?

TIME ELAPSE SHOT:

The compound turns from DAY to DUSK to NIGHT to fireworks
and rifle shots blasting the starlit sky.

ADOBE ROSE (O.S.)
Yes, Cinco de Mayo when every hot-
blooded Mexican male develops an
excuse to get drunk and shoot off
their gun.

EXT. JEFE GORDO HACIENDA - NIGHT

Inside the compound, El Bando Mariachi blasts forth its
loudest music.

CINCO de MAYO

Jefe Gordo holds court while his NARCO HOMBRES blast off
automatic weapons into the night sky to them partying down
with tequila and SEÑORITAS.
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JEFE Gordo COMPOUND

Next to Jefe Gordo sits the young Mexican teen beauty, ISLA.

Isla appears not to enjoy the festivities.

Jefe Gordo gulps down a hearty drink of beer, downs a shot
of tequila, and then with an Uzi handgun sprays several rounds
off into the night sky with Isla flinching in fear.

Off to the side, FIREWORKS EXPLODE to the ROWDY DELIGHT of
the Narco Hombres.

El Bando Mariachi music ends to Jefe Gordo standing and
holding up his hands.

JEFE GORDO
I speak English here because that is
where we get the monies.

(hold up a bottle)
Narco Hombres, I am King Jefe Gordo!
King of Mexico! King of drug world!

(gestures to Isla)
This is Queen Isla! To all my guests,
you best pay me respect, or I am
happy to shoot your balls off!

Through RAUCOUS LAUGHTER, Jefe Gordo raises the Uzi handgun
and spays the sky with bullets silencing the Narco Hombres.

JEFE GORDO (CONT'D)
Tomorrow we airlift the largest
shipments of cocaina y heroine y
marihuana … Raising a second Uzi,
Jefe Gordo again sprays the sky with
bullets.

JEFE GORDO (CONT'D)
In the history of drug trafficking!

Jefe Gordo fires yet another clip of Uzi bullets ECHOING
throughout the night sky.

EXT. JEFE GORDO AIRSTRIP - NIGHT -- CONTINUOUS

As the Uzi shots ECHO throughout the night sky, MESTIZOS
load dozens of bushels of illegal drugs into a cargo plane
[i.e. C-130 Hercules].

JEFE GORDO
This catch of drugs nets us not
57,000,000 pesos, but over 57,000,000
U.S. dollars!
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Overseeing the loading operation, commando-like Narco Hombres
with automatic rifles surround the cargo plane.

EXT. JEFE GORDO HACIENDA - NIGHT -- CONTINUOUS

Again Jefe Gordo's Narco Hombres break into WILD LAUGHTER
and JEERING APPLAUSE.

JEFE GORDO
$57,000,000 should keep my narco
hombres in wine, women, and mariachi
music. ¿Que no hombre vatos?

HOMBRES
(chant)

¡JEFE! ¡JEFE! ¡JEFE! ¡JEFE! [Cont.] 

Jefe Gordo again sprays the night sky with his Uzi machine
guns showering bullets across the night sky.

JEFE GORDO
Narco Hombres party! Party till your
face falls off! But tomorrow we
continue the drug war against our
gringo enemies to the north!

Isla appears to barely breathe.

JEFE GORDO (CONT'D)
Remember they have everything, until
we get everything else.

HOMBRES
¡JEFE! ¡JEFE! ¡JEFE! ¡JEFE! [Cont.] 

As the CHEERS and LAUGHTER fade into the night sky, Jefe
Gordo extends his hand to Isla who timidly accepts him to
the SOUND of a MAN SNORING.

INT. JEFE GORDO BEDROOM - NIGHT

Jefe Gordo raucously snores his head off appearing passed
out on his bed in an upper room to the report of SUPPRESSED
SNIPER SILENCER FIRE.

JEFE GORDO
(creepy sleeping voice)

I am Jefe, Emperor of the World!
Jefe, Emperor of the World! 

Jefe Gordo closed eyes rapidly move to the METALLIC ZING
RECOIL of an automatic rifle being fired through a silencer.

BLINDING STROBE FLASH CUTS:
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EXT. JEFE GORDO AIRSTRIP - NIGHT -- CONTINUOUS

In a flurry of suppressed sniper silencer fire, several Narco
Hombres collapse to the ground holding withering in agony
from their kneecaps being blown out.

As the PILOT starts to call for help, a bullet finds its
mark dropping him helplessly in the cockpit from two shots
to his shoulders.

D'Shuan positions a dozen red 5-gallon gasoline cans around
the bails of cocaine.

2ND BLINDING STROBE FLASH CUTS:

INT. JEFE GORDO BEDROOM - NIGHT

In a FIT of SLEEP, Jefe Gordo flails about in his bed.

JEFE GORDO
(creepy sleep voice)

I am Jefe, emperor of the world!

3RD BLINDING STROBE FLASH CUTS:

EXT. JEFE GORDO HACIENDA - NIGHT -- CONTINUOUS

Throughout the compound Narco Hombres after the next Narco
Hombre gets disabled with their legs, arms, and shoulders
shot in a blaze of gunfire.

JEFE GORDO
(creepy sleep voice)

Jefe emperor the world!

The three hooded assailants, Adobe Rose, D'Shuan, and Zemz
blast their way through the Jefe Gordo hacienda.

INT. JEFE GORDO BEDROOM - DAY

SNOOZING UP a STORM, Jefe Gordo jerks up in bed to see three
figures, Adobe Rose, D'Shuan, and Zemz, standing over him in
his bed.

ADOBE ROSE
Jefe Gordo, you may join us alive,
or your head will join us dead.

Jefe Gordo grabs for his 9mm Uzi, and Zemz lightning quick
flicks a dart deeply cutting his wrist. Then he tries to
grab a second Uzi, and D'Shuan shoots off his second hand
forcing the drug lord to drop that weapon.

Adobe Rose steps over to the closet and carefully opens it
to reveal Isla tightly holding her INFANT.
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ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
Isla, you speak English?

Isla slightly nods her head.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
We are not here to hurt you. I will
take you and your baby to your father.

Holding her baby, Isla rapidly nods with Adobe Rose extending
her hand helping her from the closet.

D'Shuan and Zemz bind Jefe Gordo's hands behind his back.

JEFE GORDO
I pay $100,000,000 you let me go.

ADOBE ROSE
Not for a hundred billion dollars. 

Zemz gags Jefe Gordo's mouth, and Adobe Rose steps up to his
desk looks through papers.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
No more Narco Hombres here? We
disabled every one.

JEFE GORDO
Disabled? What you mean disabled?

ADOBE ROSE
Well, it is easy to leave a trail of
death and destruction other than
helpless cripples, but you'll see
what we mean.

Isla extends her hand pointing to the wall behind a desk.

ISLA
(broken English)

What you seek will be in there.

D'Shuan and Zemz tightly hold Jefe Gordo, and Adobe Rose and
Isla step up to a large desk.

ISLA (CONT'D)
Here let me.

Isla steps over to the side of the desk and pushes a button
that slides opens a fake opening against the wall to reveal
a massive stash of US cash and jewels.

ADOBE ROSE
Yes, this is what we come here to
find.
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D'SHUAN
What of this stash of cash?

ADOBE ROSE
I say mark out expenses and play
Santa Claus to victims of Paracho.

D'Shuan and Zemz lightly nod.

D'SHUAN & ZEMZ
We like that idea.

D'Shuan stands Jefe Gordo up and moves him over to the
balcony.

D'SHUAN
Look here sucker! See what you're
kingdom has become?

Across of plaza of the compound lay dozens of Narco Hombres
wheeling from being shot in the knees, legs, arms, elbows,
and ears. D'Shuan removes an electronic timer and flips a
switch.

JEFE GORDO
So you kill no one?

ADOBE ROSE
That's our calling card; leave the
bad guys disabled beyond repair.

With an electronic hand detonator, Zemz steps up to Jefe
Gordo.

ZEMZ
Boss Lady, maybe you like honors …

JEFE GORDO
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO …

(grossly echoes out)

Zemz forces Jefe Gordo to flip a switch, and in the far
distance, the transport plane explodes.

D'SHUAN
Losing all that stash and this cash.
That's gotta rag off your narco fags.

EXT. JEFE GORDO HACIENDA - DAY

While D'Shuan and Zemz fly Adobe Rose, Isla and her Infant
in the helicopter. Underneath the craft held in a giant net,
Jefe Gordo observes his hacienda explodes in huge fireballs.
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On the one road leading from the compound, an exodus line of
servants and their woman hustle down the road.

EXT. PARACHO MEXICO - DAY

Strips of duct tape bind Jefe Gordo to a street post with a
sign that reads:    

Barely conscious, Jefe Gordo, in agony but alive, sports
bullets wounds to his arms, hands, legs, and knees.

The helicopter SWOOSHES over Jefe Gordo when from seemingly
nowhere a bloom of cash rains down around the drug lord.

Dozens of PARACHO CITIZENS rush from their houses and start
grabbing the cash ignoring Jefe Gordo.

Other Paracho Citizens pick up rocks and start stoning Jefe
Gordo.

In front of his guitar shop, Rodrigo stands with Isla and
his grandchild, and they watch the helicopter drop the cash
and the villagers grab all they can around Jefe Gordo.

INT./EXT. HELICOPTER - DAY

When Adobe Rose dumps the last bag of cash, over the intercom
Zemz breaks through on the intercom.

ZEMZ
(thru intercom)

Boss Lady, we lucky no one gets
mortally wounded. We no kill, but
Jefe Gordo's death was also our fault.

ADOBE ROSE
(thru intercom)

We did not stone him. But would you
rather have that monster running
around loose?

D'SHUAN
(thru intercom)

We justify actions. What's next?

Adobe Rose opens a manila envelop and studies a map and
photograph.

ADOBE ROSE
Let's soak in some rays down in the
Caribbean.

D'SHUAN
Sun, fun with a new gun taking out
the scum!
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With money bills intermittently flips out of the helicopter,
D'Shuan flies it down the skyway toward the southeast to the
MUSIC of the CARIBBEAN.

At the edge of Paracho, Robert Christchurch watches the
helicopter fly off with dollar bills floating to the ground.

EXT. PUERTO RICO BEACH - DAY

In a red two-piece bikini on a beach towel, Adobe Rose
stretches out her beautiful elongated body.

LAS MAREAS PUERTO RICO

From the Cerveza Cabana at a distance, D'Shuan and Zemz keep
an eye on Adobe Rose.

D'Shuan and Zemz see this lone Anglo man walking toward Adobe
Rose. He sports short sleeve kakis and shorts donning a
Wallaby hat.

ZEMZ
Who tourist?

D'SHUAN
He can't be our mark.

ZEMZ
He's too clean looking.

Robert Christchurch steps up to Adobe Rose blocking the sun
over her face.

ROBERT
Good day miss. I couldn't help but
notice… Adobe Rose sits up and studies
the ruggedly handsome sandy blond
Kiwi appearing in his late twenties.

Adobe Rose WHIPS BACK her hair flashing her beautiful smile.

ADOBE ROSE
You're blocking my sun.

ROBERT
(awkwardly)

Sorry, my name is Robert. I'm on a
worldwide expedition to find the
most beautiful woman in the world …

ADOBE ROSE
And did Bobby Boy's parents give him
a last name?
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ROBERT
Why yes of course, Christchurch …

ADOBE ROSE
I definitely am not your candidate.
There must be a bazillion more
ravishing lovelies.

ROBERT
My criterion remains to not only
photograph the most beautiful woman
but the hottest looking female for
adventure across the globe. And
interview for my travel magazine
back in … 

Adobe Rose half laughs out loud.

ADOBE ROSE
Wow, Bobby Socks rain in your run-a-
way testosterone. That's a pretty
pathetic opening line, but let me
guess? Are you a Kiwi from New Zealand
here on the holidays to collect pussy
by charming females out of their two-
piece bathing suits?

ROBERT
My accent gave me away? May I take
your picture and get your name?

Robert starts to reach for his camera.

ADOBE ROSE
You pull a camera out, and I'll hurt
you.

ROBERT
Okay, but you must know how to
snorkel? When my work is completed,
I'll find you, and we'll do a dive.

Adobe Rose points to D'Shuan and Zemz.

ADOBE ROSE
See my two brothers over there?

Through the waning sun, Robert can barely make out D'Shuan
and Zemz near La Cerveza Cabana.

ROBERT
Brothers? The tall Africano man and
the short Asian?
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ADOBE ROSE
I guarantee if you don't take off
now, they will beat you to within an
inch of death.

Adobe Rose starts to raise her hand.

ROBERT
All right, but first at least may I
have your name?

ADOBE ROSE
Adobe Rose.

From a distance, D'Shuan catches Adobe Rose's attention.

D'SHUAN
(thru earpiece)

What's the book on this Robert
Christchurch. I doubt he's an
international photographer.

ZEMZ
(thru earpiece)

More like an international policeman.

Robert aimlessly walks down the beach, and in the distance,
three ISLAND BRUTES approach Adobe Rose.

D'SHUAN
Adobe, they're headed toward you.

Adobe Rose poses herself on her beach towel appearing overtly
seductive and then speaks into her beach bag.

ADOBE ROSE
Think they'll take the bait?

D'SHUAN
Any hotblooded human looking at you
would take the bait.

The three Island Brutes step up to Adobe Rose who rubs in
baby oil onto her skin enhancing her seductive charms.

1ST ISLAND BRUTE
(Caribe accent)

Bossman is the most wealthy man in
Puerto Rico. Likes mermaid beauty
come party with him.

(shows a wad of cash)
$10,000.00 for just one night!

ADOBE ROSE
What is your boss's name?
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1ST ISLAND BRUTE
Maarten la Plata.

ADOBE ROSE
Tell Mr. Silver, I'm worth every
drop of sweat for five times that.

The 1st Island Brute removes a smartphone, calls up a number,
then takes Adobe Rose's picture on the beach towel. He waits
for a moment, places the phone to his ear, than looks down
at her perfectly toned athletic body.

1ST ISLAND BRUTE
Agreed, $50,000.00.

Adobe Rose releases a perfect white smile.

ADOBE ROSE
(alluringly)

All right, but just one night.

From the Cerveza Cabana, D'Shuan and Zemz watch Adobe Rose
place a camisole over her bikini, collect her few things,
and walk off with the three Island Brutes.

D'SHUAN
I hate it when our team splits up.

ZEMZ
I teach Boss Lady some moves. She
takes care of herself.

EXT./INT. MAARTEN LA PLATA MANSION - NIGHT

From the top of a half circular stairway, MAARTEN LA PLATA,
40s, and Adobe Rose descend into a party for the WEALTHY
SOCIETY of Puerto Rico. She wears a stunning evening white
gown with matching high-heels.

GUAYAMA PUERTO RICO 

An older gentleman ADAM and his younger wife RUBY, 20s, look
up at the stunning couple.

ADAM
(breathlessly)

My God where does Maarten find these
drop-dead gorgeous babes?

RUBY
(catty)

Same place you found me, from his
leftovers.
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Maarten works his way through the crowd with Adobe Rose in
full display.

BENYARD and his young date, JADA, 20s pause for an
introduction.

BENYARD
Maarten, again you amaze us with
finding the most ravishing beauty on
the island.

JADA
(also catty)

And Maarten, does she have a name?

MAARTEN
(refine Jamaican accent)

Let me introduce you to … to …

ADOBE ROSE
Anna Bella Rosario.

BENYARD
You old dog! Miss Rosario portraits
to be just stunning. I need a word.

Benyard indicates for Adam and Ruby to step up to them.

MAARTEN
Of course our women should get to
know each other.

Maarten leans over and whispers into Adobe Rose's ear.

MAARTEN (CONT'D)
Who knows how a foursome with you
delicious felines could work out?

ADOBE ROSE
(coyly smiles)

Maarten, you're leaving me speechless.
(VO)

You disgusting piece of filth.

Maarten slaps his hands together, hands Adobe Rose $3,000.00,
and points to the roulette table.

MAARTEN
Here's a thousand each. Go see who
can beat the panties off between the
three of you at roulette.

As the three men step aside, Adobe rose smiles at Ruby and
Jada and hands them each a grand.
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RUBY
So where are you from sweetie?

ADOBE ROSE
Taos, New Mexico.

JADA
Taos, New Mexico? Nobody of any
importance whatsoever ever came out
of Taos, New Mexico.

Adobe Rose briefly studies the roulette wheel.

ADOBE ROSE
Well, shall we see who can kick the
fur off of each other's pussy?

Maarten, Adam, and Benyard step to the far side of the room.

BENYARD
Maarten, our bank is running out of
space to launder more funds.

ADAM
Yes, your drug money explodes my
bank bulge to its hilt.

MAARTEN
(slight chuckle)

Gentleman, this becomes easy fix.
Just build more banks.

BENYARD
Seriously Maarten, we must go into
business with the Cayman or Jamaicans.

MAARTEN
My home island people, the Jamaicans,
ran me off the island for being too
prosperous. Imagine that? We have a
massive shipment tonight at the docks
from Venezuela.

ADAM
The Venezuelans are now more
aggressive than the Columbians.

MAARTEN
Yes, but the Venezuelans give me a
cut-rate-deal. Now base desires first,
and I must attend to every carnal
pleasure in my library.

CUT TO:
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At the roulette wheel, Adobe Rose appears to be winning one
spin after the next to the Ruby and Jada.

ADOBE ROSE
I guess I'm just lucky. 3,000 on
seven.

Maarten nods his head to the SPINNER who turns the wheel …

HARD CUT:

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
And the roulette wheel stops on RED
7.

RUBY & JADA
(under their breath)

Lucky bitch!

Adobe Rose looks over to Maarten. She takes her winnings and
pushes the pile of chips to Ruby and Jada.

ADOBE ROSE
Here, take care of my winnings. Go
buy yourselves some humble pie, but
I guess the cherry's already been
plucked from its top.

Ruby and Jada look dumbfounded to Adobe Rose leaving the
table and joining Maarten.

MAARTEN
Beautiful, lucky, and generous too,
what more could the world ask for?

One the way to the bedroom Maarten SNAPS his fingers at one
of the WAITERS.

MAARTEN (CONT'D)
Garçon, the best bottle of campaign
to my suite! NOW!

ZEMZ
Yes sir.

INT. MAARTEN'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

With a KNOCK on the door, Maarten opens it to see Zemz as
the waiter with a bottle of a campaign.

ZEMZ
This is the best of your best, sir.

Maarten looks slightly suspicious.
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MAARTEN
Why haven't I seen you before?

ZEMZ
Your Boss Man hires me last week.

MAARTEN
Set it on the table. Pour two glasses.
Be gone.

Zemz pops open the bottle of campaign, pours two glasses,
and on the silver tray offers one to Adobe Rose and Maarten.
He quickly leaves the room, and two guards shut the door
behind him.

MAARTEN (CONT'D)
What did you say your name was?

Maarten takes a sip of the campaign.

ADOBE ROSE
Adobe Rose, and I never want to forget
who I am.

Adobe Rose sets down her campaign glass.

MAARTEN
Adobe Rose? I thought you said …

(heavily slurs)
Anna Bella Rosario.

Maarten takes a second sip of his campaign.

Adobe Rose kicks off her high heels and slips out of her
dress to reveal a matching bright red bra and panties.

MAARTE
You get right down to business don't
you?

ADOBE ROSE
I don't believe in fooling around
about fooling around. Would you like
to get down to business?

Maarten slightly stumbles toward Adobe Rose.

MAARTEN
I heard the most troubling news just
earlier this evening coming out of
Paracho Mexico.

With one hand Maarten finishes off his campaign, flings the
glass against the wall shattering it, and grabs Adobe Rose
by the throat.
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MAARTEN (CONT'D)
The drug lord, Jefe Gordo, was taken
out by a pretty señorita and two of
her banditos. That would not have
been the infamous Adobe Rose?

Maarten's upper body relaxes, and he releases his grip on
Adobe Rose's throat.

ADOBE ROSE
Yes, that was my two colleagues and
me.

MAARTEN
How could you have poisoned the
campaign when it was opened in front
of me?

ADOBE ROSE
We all die slow, or we all die fast.
Which would you prefer?

Maarten's body starts to spasm.

MAARTEN
Not if kill you first.

Adobe Rose curls her toes and with a brutal up-kick catches
the center of Maarten's face, knocking him head-over-heels
backward and flipping him on his bed.

ADOBE ROSE
Who said anything about killing you?

(looks down on him)
Don't you agree Maarten, that to
finish a goal is important?

Maarten's face shutters one-time. He struggles to gain his
consciousness but falls on the floor.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
Monster rapist, drug dealer, killer
of innocent women and children!

INT. SURVEILLANCE ROOM - NIGHT -- CONTINUOUS

Through a surveillance monitor, GUARD UNO sees Maarten
unconscious on the floor, and Adobe Rose dress in khaki shorts
and a tight cut-off t-shirt.

GUARD UNO
Damn! She kills the boss man!

Guard Dos starts to press the red panic button, and D'Shuan,
in his waiter uniform, knocks him stone cold out.
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D'SHUAN
(distorted)

No press the button!

Guard Uno pivots to shoot D'Shuan who levels him with a fist
squarely in his face.

Guard Dos hits the RED PANIC BUTTON that REVERBERATES a NEAR-
DEAFENING PULSING ALARM and FLASHING RED LIGHTS throughout
the entire mansion.

When Guard Dos starts to grab a pistol, with one arm against
two D'Shuan forces the weapon to be dropped and flings him
across the room.

INT. / EXT. MAARTEN LA PLATA MANSION - NIGHT -- CONTINUOUS

Across the entire Maarten la Plata mansion, the PULSING ALARM
and FLASHING RED LIGHTS blast forth to the GUESTS in dire
panic mode spanning across the compound.

Outside Of Maarten's Bedroom, Guards pound on their boss's
bedroom door.

From a false bottom in her bag, Adobe Rose pulls out a (model)
Jet .22 pistol. She then removes two clips and places those
in her tight khaki shorts.

From atop the balcony, Zemz's asphyxiation-hold on GUARD
TRES who collapses onto the roulette table scattering the
patrons in more SCREAMING and YELLING.

D'Shuan rushes down the hall to see GUARDS QUARTO, CINCO,
and SIES break into Maarten's bedroom.

D'SHUAN
Doesn't Adobe realize it's getting
harder not to kill the toilet trash?

Adobe Rose crouches down when Guards Quarto, Cinco, and Sies
bust into the bedroom spotting the severely wounded Maarten.

Holding a pistol, Adobe Rose lightly whistles, and the three
guards turn to see the sexy woman in her tight khaki shorts.

Adobe Rose then levels her .22 pistol and immobilizes all
three by shooting them in their hands, arms, and legs with
each falling helplessly to the floor.

From behind Adobe Rose, GUARD OCHO levels his pistol, and
D'Shuan zaps the attacker from behind with a stun gun.

From the outside door of the kitchen, Zemz flips a switch on
a small metal box igniting a grease fire.
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Multiple GUARDS pin down Adobe Rose and D'Shuan in Maarten's
bedroom until … a monstrous fireball explodes than billows
throughout the interior of the mansion with the rest of the
guards running for their lives.

To the exploding fireball outside of the mansion, the Guests
scatter in completely different directions.

At a safe distance Adobe Rose, D'Shuan, and Zemz turn to see
the mansion engulfed in flames.

ADOBE ROSE
Did you get it?

D'Shuan shows a duffel bag with two hard drives.

D'SHUAN
I got two of them! Didn't think you'd
want your picture showing up anywhere.

The fire highlights Adobe Rose's face.

ADOBE ROSE
Thanks. Even though Zemz's fire should
melt everything in the mansion. Can
you take out the garbage?

D'SHUAN
All right, but last time Adobe.

D'Shuan effortlessly picks up one of Maarten's feet and pulls
the unconscious man down the steps banging his head the entire
way down.

ZEMZ
We go now to the ship dock?

Adobe Rose steps up to the disabled Guards.

ADOBE ROSE
You tough hombres best crawl on out
of here before you get barbecued.

EXT. PUERTO RICO SHIPPING DOCKS - NIGHT

A shipping crane removes a container from the hold of the
cargo ship MAARTEN I.

SAN JUAN PUERTO RICO

Underneath the cargo ship, Zemz scuba dives and places a
magnetic compression mine against the hull and sets its timer.

From a nearby rooftop overlooking the Puerto Rico Shipping
Docks, D'Shuan unlocks a LAW rocket.
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D'SHUAN
The Maarten I? What arrogance to
name a ship after yourself!

ADOBE ROSE
Arrogance only travels so far.

Adobe Rose taps D'Shuan on the shoulder, and he fires off a
rocket WHIZZING through the night sky. It blows out the
container spreading white powder across the shipping yard.

Virtually simultaneously a MASSIVE EXPLOSION rocks the MAARTEN
I, and the cargo ship sinks into the water next to the docks.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
The salt water will make the cocaine
worthless.

D'SHUAN
Time to split the seam before your
wanna-be boyfriend learns the truth.

In his wetsuit, Zemz steps up to Adobe Rose and D'Shuan.

ZEMZ
Think your cop boyfriend will show
up?

ADOBE ROSE
What? No interest whatsoever!

D'SHUAN
Definitely a cop! Zemz is right,
probably international.

The MAARTEN I comes to rest on the bottom of the Puerto Rico
dock to Adobe Rose's face growing sullen.

ADOBE ROSE
Robert Christchurch did seem a bit
anxious, didn't he.

EXT. MAARTEN MANSION - DAY

Robert Christchurch stands on the outside of the burnt out
rubble of the Maarten la Plata mansion, and the police
inspector, CORDOVA, steps up to him while in the background
a small army of his SUBORDINATE INVESTIGATORS combs through
the rubble.

CORDOVA
I'm chief inspector Cordova. I'm
informed you are from international
police.
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Robert shows Cordova his Interpol credentials

ROBERT
Inspector Robert Christchurch from
Interpol.

(scan over the mansion)
What a mess you have here. How many
dead?

An Investigator snaps off a picture of Maarten's Guards
floundering around the compound like fish out of water.

CORDOVA
Oddly enough, not a single man or
woman was killed.

ROBERT
And what about him?

Robert points to Ambulance EMTs removing Maarten on an
ambulance gurney with his eyes, tongue, hands, and feet
missing.

CORDOVA
I think he was the owner here. But
his eyes, tongue, hands, and feet
cut off, I don't see him communicating
anytime soon. And this note was found
pinned to his shirt.

Robert looks at the note through a plastic evidence bag.

ROBERT
(reads note)

I was Maarten la Plata, drug dealer
and Angle of Death. Now the entire
world sees where that led me down
the path of death and destruction.

The ambulance doors close and with lights and siren BLARING
rushes out of the compound.

EXT. PUERTO RICO SHIPPING DOCKS - DAY

Robert and Cordova stand on the outside of the Puerto Rico
dock with the nearly sunken Maarten I cargo ship and the
exploded shipping container.

ROBERT
Who names a cargo ship after oneself,
especially if transporting illegal
drugs?
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CORDOVA
Maarten la Plata was a complete
narcissistic arrogant man.

ROBERT
I don't suspect you can tell if the
mansion and this was a robbery gone
totally insane?

CORDOVA
I don't think it was a robbery. Much
of the cash in bundles was only burnt
around the edges. My investigators
noticed that the mainframe hard drives
in the mansion were missing.

ROBERT
And here at the dock?

CORDOVA
It appears this first container was
delivering a massive amount of cocaine
until someone blew the hull with a
concussion bomb.

The cargo ship Maarten I rests on the bottom of the shipping
port with only a portion of its bow still above water.

CORDOVA (CONT'D)
We have divers now saying it was
filled with thousands of bails of
cocaine, which is ruined by being
soaked with salt water.

ROBERT
Do you have an estimate of the dollar
damage?

CORDOVA
Between Maarten la Plata's mansion
and this mess on the docks, I'd say
well in excess of a hundred million
dollars.

ROBERT
He must have soundly pissed someone
off.

First Inspector steps up to Robert and Cordova.

FIRST INSPECTOR
Sirs, I think we located where the
assailants spent the night. They
still may be there.
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CORDOVA
Where?

FIRST INSPECTOR
Not more than five minutes from here.

CORDOVA
Do not make any moves against these
people. I want them alive.

EXT. PUERTO RICO RV PARK - DAY

In an R.V Park, a 30-foot Recreational Vehicle sits in the
corner with SWAT police surrounding it.

CORDOVA
(on the bullhorn)

SHOW YOUR HANDS AND COME OUT!

ROBERT
No one is in there, and my bet is
you won't find a single fingerprint
or any forensic evidence to link
anyone to the crime.

Cordova steps up to the RV and opens the door. He sees two
metal insert hard drives and a hand-held electronic magnet
on the Formica table.

CORDOVA
There's the two missing hard drives.

ROBERT
That electronic magnet zapped it
clean.

CORDOVA
Mr. Christchurch, do you know who
these anti-Maarten, anti-drug
vigilantes are?

FLASH BACK TO:

EXT. PUERTO RICO BEACH - DAY

Robert Christchurch steps up to the beautiful elongated body
of Adobe Rose, wearing a fire engine red bikini while
stretching out on a beach towel.

ROBERT
(dream echo)

Good day miss. I couldn't help but
notice … 

Adobe Rose flashes a beautiful smile.
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ADOBE ROSE
(dream echo)

That you're blocking my sun!

FLASH FORWARD TO:

EXT. PUERTO RICO RV PARK - DAY

Robert Christchurch snaps back to reality.

ROBERT
I think there are three. I only have
one name, Adobe Rose. Obviously,
they hate drug dealers. They loathe
murderers, but especially they desire
to eliminate the exploiters of
children, women, and the innocent.  

Robert Christchurch draws a solemn gaze across the RV park.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. CARGO SHIP MAARTEN II - SUNSET

Adobe Rose peers at the setting sun across the Atlantic Ocean
as the Maarten II cargo ship lazily works its way over the
swells.

MIDDLE of ATLANTIC OCEAN

CORDOVA (V.O.)
Any clue to where they are?

ROBERT (V.O.)
Intel says they're in the middle of
the Atlantic Ocean, and when they
get to their next destination, I'll
be waiting.

INT. CARGO SHIP MAARTEN II - SUNSET

In the mess hall, D'Shuan makes a threatening move with his
queen against Zemz's kingside castled position.

ZEMZ
You attack too early without the
plan. I beat you again.

D'SHUAN
Not this time.

Adobe Rose steps into the mess hall.
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D'SHUAN (CONT'D)
(looks at Adobe Rose)

Adobe, watch and learn.

ADOBE ROSE
D'Shuan, like in a bazillion games,
you haven't won yet.

Adobe Rose sits back and opens a book (like Pride and
Prejudice by Jane Austin) and starts reading it.

D'SHUAN
Ah, but I get closer.

Adobe Rose's face begins to appear perplexed. She then sets
down her book.

ADOBE ROSE
I wonder how that Mr. Christchurch
found us?

After making a move, Zemz looks up.

ZEMZ
Yes, very strange that whole beach
meeting at Las Mareas in Puerto Rico.

ADOBE ROSE, D'SHUAN & ZEMZ
(unison)

He's bugged the helicopter.

EXT. DECK OF MAARTEN II - DAY

Strapped to the deck of Maarten II, D'Shuan, with a
flashlight, examines the engine hold of his helicopter.

D'SHUAN
And here it is. 

D'Shuan removes a small black box and shows it to Adobe Rose
and Zemz.

D'SHUAN (CONT'D)
A Global Positioning Satellite
tracking devise. I'll just put this
where it belongs.

D'Shuan starts to pitch it into the Atlantic Ocean.

ADOBE ROSE
Wait, we can use that to our
advantage.

ZEMZ
How?
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ADOBE ROSE
Robert Christchurch is obviously not
an international photographer.

D'SHUAN
He's an international policeman.

Adobe Rose looks out upon the rough tumbling massive sea
waves of the Atlantic Ocean.

ZEMZ
Where ship headed?

D'SHUAN
We paid for the captain. Where do
you want to send him?

ADOBE ROSE
We leave the G.P.S. on the ship and
send the Maarten II to Italy.
Somewhere in the middle of the
Mediterranean, he'll sink the ship.
Before Spain we fly north.

ZEMZ
And your Christchurch and his police
dogs get thrown off the scent.

EXT./INT. INTERPOL HEADQUARTERS LYON FRANCE - DAY

The Interpol Headquarters in Lyon, France appears.

INTERPOL HEADQUARTERS / LYON FRANCE

L'MARQUE
(refined Franco accent)

Lost of bad guys to be wasted. So
Inspector Robert Christchurch, what
would you say is the body count thus
far?

Looking somewhat disheveled, Robert Christchurch presents
his case at a wall seize world map, and he turns to Interpol
Chief Inspector MONSIEUR L'MARQUE.

ROBERT
Remarkably Monsieur L'Marque, the
body count is zero to date.

Another half dozen INSPECTORS stand on the parameter intently
listening to his presentation. [A red line map marks the map
from Los Angeles California, to Pachuco Mexico, to San Juan
Puerto Rico.]
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L'MARQUE
Zero to date? Drug dealers, their
soldiers armed with automatic assault
weapons, bullets flying, bombs
exploding, rockets being launches, a
cargo ship sunk? And Inspector
Christchurch, only the bad guys
received non-life threatening bullet
wounds to their appendages?

On a large format screen, Robert brings up the pictures of
Jefe Gordo in his compound and then in Paracho Mexico.

ROBERT
Well, a couple had more than just a
few bullet holes here and there.

FLASH CUT:

EXT. PARACHO MEXICO - DAY

The Villagers of Paracho Mexico raise stones against Jefe
Gordo.

ROBERT (O.S.)
Jefe Gordo was left on a dirt street
in the village of Paracho Mexico,
and the last I saw the villagers
were stoning him to death.

Except for Rodrigo standing at a side street, the Villagers
commence stoning Jefe Gordo.

SECOND FLASH CUT:

INT. INTERPOL HEADQUARTERS - DAY

L'Marque looks skeptical.

L'MARQUE
Like biblical days. And you didn't
try to stop the villagers?

ROBERT
I thought it best not to get between
Senor Gordo and the rocks.

L'MARQUE
Fair enough, and what of Maarten la
Plata?

THIRD FLASH CUT:
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EXT. MAARTEN LA PLATA MANSION - NIGHT

Ambulance EMTs removed Maarten MOANING and GROANING on a
gurney completely wrapped up in a bloody sheet.

ROBERT
Mr. La Plata, had his eyes, tongue,
hands, and feet removed, transforming
him into a grotesque cripple for the
rest of what remains his life.

FOURTH FLASH CUT:

INT. INTERPOL HEADQUARTERS - DAY

Robert transitions from the still picture of the grotesque
image of Maarten la Plata to the crime scene in Los Angeles.

L'MARQUE
And who initiated this little
scavenger hunt?

Robert brings up a picture of the albino Asian woman, Azia.

ROBERT
This started in California by tracking
down this woman, code name Azia. She
is how I got involved in following
our Scavenger Hunters.

Then Robert transitions to the East Los Angeles crime scene.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
From Los Angeles, the crime scene
appears surgical in and out affair.

Robert clicks on a picture of the two missing East Los Angels
Bad Guys dealing drugs.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
Two druggers came up missing and
have never been seen again.
Reportedly, they tried to move in on
Azia's heroin distribution location.

Robert turns the lights back on.

L'MARQUE
Do we have an idea where these
suspects are now?

ROBERT
Yes, they're on the ship Maarten II
that just passed through the Gibraltar
Straight entering the Mediterranean.
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On the wallboard, Robert pulls up a satellite tracking device
and shows the position in the Mediterranean.

L'MARQUE
And you're tracking them by satellite?
Do you have a clue who these so-called
crime-busting vigilantes might be?

EXT. PUERTO RICO BEACH - DAY

From a distance, Robert clicks an unidentifiable picture of
Adobe Rose being escorted by the three Island Brutes.

ROBERT
No specific image, but it appears
there are three. We have a drawing
on one of them. No airport or border
crossing pictures as of yet.

INT. INTERPOL HEADQUARTERS - DAY

Robert clicks on a crude picture of Adobe Rose onto the
screen.

ROBERT
This woman appears to be the beauty
and the brains. She could be Hispanic,
perhaps from the Southwest United
States, approximately five foot six
or maybe five eight.

L'MARQUE
What kind of picture is that? Half
her face is covered in one and the
other only displays her back end
with some brutish escorts where she
only briefly turns toward your camera.

Adobe Rose's drawing morphs from the hair-in-her-face to a
fairly close likeness.

ROBERT
With our forensic artists and the
one-time I believe I met her, this
is what she looks like.

L'MARQUE
(reflectively)

Yes, the one-time you met her on a
beach in Puerto Rico? I've read that
in your report; she is a looker. Any
more on her two traveling companions?
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ROBERT
A rather large African American man
and a five foot nothing Asiatic man.
No pictures, but I'm developing a
theory about him having played in
the NFL.

L'Marque appears somewhat skeptical of the WHIRLING of
HELICOPTER BLADES.

L'MARQUE
The National Football League in the
United State?

ROBERT
Yes.

L'MARQUE
Robert get out there and take down
these vigilantes before anyone gets
hurt.

EXT. MEDITERRANEAN SEA - NIGHT

A helicopter with the Interpol logo on its side knifes its
way through the murky skies over the rough Mediterranean
Sea.

L'MARQUE
I'm ordering up an interceptor
chopper, fly out to Maarten II, and
go apprehend your three scavengers.

In a jet helicopter, Robert approaches the Maarten II. They
see the Captain and his crew exiting the ship in lifeboats.

ROBERT
(all thru comm)

What the hell?
(to pilot)

Land us on the deck.

PILOT
Doesn't look safe, sir!

ROBERT
This is my mission. Put me down there.

With some difficulty, the PILOT lands the jet helicopter on
the deck of the Maarten II.

PILOT
YOU'VE GOT THREE MINUTES!
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ROBERT
BACK IN TWO!

Robert yanks off his headset and literally jumps out of the
helicopter several feet to the ship's deck.

Robert then runs down to the cargo hold and peers into to
its dark interior to see explosives lining its interior.

Robert turns and runs as fast as he can back up the plank
and waving his arms to the Pilot to TAKE OFF!

The entire cargo hold BLOWS UP to the helicopter flying back
from the explosion.

The explosion catapults Robert overboard landing in the
Mediterranean Sea.

As Robert flounders in the water, several hands reach down
and pull him into the safety of a lifeboat.

SALTY CAPTAIN looks down on the wet Interpol detective.

SALTY CAPTAIN
Welcome aboard. Adobe Rose told us
some hotshot Kiwi cowboy from the
underbelly of the planet might try a
fool's stunt like that.

ROBERT
Damn water's cold.

SALTY CAPTAIN
You wouldn't have survived but a few
minutes. Think you'd like to see the
City of Rome?

ROBERT
Rome?

The jet helicopter swings around and Robert give them the
thumbs up I'M OKAY SIGN.

The Maarten II BELCHES OUT a few more explosions and
disappears into the water.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. COPENHAGEN DENMARK- DAY

In the Copenhagen Café Shop, Adobe Rose, D'Shuan, and Zemz
sit at a corner table with a laptop displaying the picture
of the albino man, Guta Percha.

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
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ZEMZ
This is our next mark, Guta Percha,
the most notorious sex slaver in
Europe, hell maybe across the planet.

Zemz scrolls through the laptop to see an outlay of a high-
rise apartment complex.

ADOBE ROSE
Where is this Guta Percha, and how
do we know when and where he'll be
in Denmark?

ZEMZ
He owns the high-rise apartment,
right across the street. The fourth
Saturday of the month, Guta Percha
shows up in his high-rise to inspect
his stable of ladies of the night.

ZEMZ (CONT'D)
So tonight?

D'SHUAN
Right, tonight.

Adobe Rose's face tightens with determination.

ADOBE ROSE
Are we all in to take down this sex
slaver Guta Percha bastard?

D'SHUAN
Damn straight all in, but what's the
plan to get in there?

D'Shuan and Zemz look at Adobe Rose.

ADOBE ROSE
Really?

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. RED LIGHT DISTRICT STOCKHOLM DENMARK - NIGHT

In a dark van, two VIKING VERMIN screech to a halt and kidnap
the innocent appearing Babe in the Woods, Adobe Rose, with
pure white bleached hair.

Inside the van, three EASTERN EUROPEAN TEENAGE FEMALES crouch
in the corner.

1ST VERMAN
Get in the corner! No move. No, give
us trouble!
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Adobe Rose meekly scoots into the corner of the van next to
the other girls.

INT. COPENHAGEN APARTMENTS - NIGHT

The Viking Vermin lead the three Eastern European teenage
females and Adobe Rose into an upper room.

Dressed in a white smock with white shoes, white pants, and
a white silk shirt, an indistinguishable man sits in a white
chair, methodically twirling a white walking stick.

GUTA PERCHA
(effeminate voice)

My goodness my brave Viking Vermins,
what have you brought me now?

The impeccably dressed effete man, GUTA PERCHA, stands when
the Viking Vermins deposit the four young women at the base
of the white chair.

GUTA PERCHA (CONT'D)
Very impressive haul.

Guta Percha extends his walking stick and lifts up Adobe
Rose's chin.

GUTA PERCHA (CONT'D)
This one is not an Eastern European
babe. Where did you snatch such an
orgasmic beauty?

Guta Percha lifts up his palms to display white fingernail
polish.

GUTA PERCHA (CONT'D)
No need to answer that. Our camel
jockeys from the Arabian peninsula
will simply cream in their tunics.

Adobe Rose makes herself look thoroughly drugged out, and
Guta Percha sticks his face into her face.

GUTA PERCHA (CONT'D)
And who would you be?

Guta Percha circles Adobe Rose than inspects her from her
toes to the top of her head.

2ND VERMIN
Like request. We find her in the red
light district.
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GUTA PERCHA
Excellent. Once we clean her up, she
will bring big bonus.

Guta Percha removes a needle with some clear liquid in it.

GUTA PERCHA (CONT'D)
Like to boil your brains out, honey?

Adobe Rose weakly smiles.

ADOBE ROSE
Oh yeah, give me the needle. I know
just where to stick this. Then I
give you orgasmic party.

GUTA PERCHA
She speaks English, double bonus!
Adobe Rose accepts the needle from
Guta Percha, and with lightning fast
reflexes she jams the needle in the
side of his neck, withdraws the
albino's pistol, and point blank
kneecaps the two Viking Vermin.

The Eastern Europeans SCREAM until Adobe Rose calms them
down.

ADOBE ROSE
GIRLS! GIRLS! PLEASE BE QUIET!

(calmer)
I will get you out of here.

(looks around)
But there must be more girls?

Adobe Rose turns her attention to the first teen beauty,
BELLA, mid-teens, who stops shaking and answers in a DEAF
SLIGHTLY SLURRED SPEECH.

BELLA
Yes, many, many more girls.

ADOBE ROSE
Can't you hear?

BELLA
Read lips. English, difficult
understand.

Adobe Rose looks directly at Bella.

ADOBE ROSE
Child, how many?
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BELLA
Apartment full of girls.

ADOBE ROSE
We'll just have to free them all.

Outside of the door SILENCER BULLETS and MEN DROPPING sound
forth.

Adobe Rose cracks open the door to see D'Shuan and Zemz
standing over more Viking Thugs rolling across the hallway
with bullet holes in their feet, knees, and elbows.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
D'Shuan, Zemz, the buildings full of
these girls.

D'SHUAN
We got this!

Adobe Rose steps over to a medical table, opens a drawer,
and pulls out a manila envelope. She pulls out a picture and
with resolve BLURTS out the word …

ADOBE ROSE
Africa!

INT. INTERPOL SUB-STATION ROME - MORNING

Looking like a wet disheveled puppy dog, Robert sits across
from Police Inspector L'Marque in Interpol's Roman office.

ROME ITALY

L'MARQUE
Robert, since you've enjoyed a good
swim in our Mediterranean pond, do
you actually have any plans on how
to catch Adobe Rose and her
confederates?

ROBERT
Catching these good-bad guys? They
keep one step ahead, and as of yet,
they actually haven't killed anyone.

L'MARQUE
That's just a matter of time.
Kidnapping in the United States,
Mexico, and Puerto Rico, and now
sinking a cargo ship in the Med …
those are heavy-duty crimes.
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ROBERT
Of course, but when we bring them
before a court, what jury is going
to convict these three when they've
taken down the worst of the worst
scum on the planet?

Robert's cell phone dings in receiving a text.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
(looks at cell phone)

This involves the trio.

L'MARQUE
Good! What do you have there?

ROBERT
Amazing! There's been a massive sex
slave bust of teenage girls and heroin
in Stockholm, Denmark.

L'MARQUE
Stockholm, Denmark? Denmark's one of
the safest counties in the world.
There's no crime in Denmark.

ROBERT
I guess there is now.

EXT. COPENHAGEN APARTMENTS - MORNING

With a cell phone to his ear, Robert Christchurch stands
over the body of Guta Percha on a gurney with a dozen needles
sticking out of his neck and face.

ROBERT
(on a cell phone)

This crime scene involves, the pale
looking man, Guta Percha. That is if
you can call him a man who expired
from massive overdoses of heroin.

A parade of EMTs removes seven Viking Vermin on one gurney
after the next with them reeling in dire pain.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
(on a cell phone)

Seven of his Viking Vermin lieutenants
were kneecapped. Perhaps our femme
fatal may have harpooned the first
needle into Guta Percha's neck but
not a dozen throughout his head.

DANISH POLICE escort a parade of YOUNG TEENAGE GIRLS away
from the apartment complex into waiting vans.
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ROBERT (CONT'D)
(on his cell phone)

Apparently, no victim received so
much as a scratch. Got to go.

Robert taps off his phone, with Police Chief YANSTROM steps
up to him.

YANSTROM
(Danish accent)

I'm Yanstrom, Chief Detective. You
would be Mr. Christchurch from
Interpol?

ROBERT
Just Robert.

YANSTROM
So embarrassing for us, because there
is little to no crime here in …

ROBERT
Denmark, but now you have a very
complex crime scene here.

YANSTROM
Understand you are after three
suspects? You have been tracking
them from Los Angeles to Mexico
through the Caribbean, now to here?

Robert peers down at the cold body of Guta Percha.

ROBERT
Adobe Rose is a Hispanic woman. She
travels with a tall athletic Black
man and a shorter man of Asian
descent. But my three vigilantes
until now have not committed a
homicide.

YANSTROM
Not certain this was a homicide.

Bella sits in a car seat behind the two men.

YANSTROM (CONT'D)
(motions toward Bell)

The girl Bella over there said Guta
Percha was stabbed in the side of
the neck out of self-defense.

The final Young Teenage Girl steps into the last waiting
van.
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YANSTROM (CONT'D)
Then his stable of prostitutes
repeatedly darted him in the neck
with needles. But maybe I can help
give you a minor break.

Yanstrom indicates for Robert to step over to his squad car.
In the back seat, Bella looks bright-eyed.

YANSTROM (CONT'D)
This is one of the girls from the
apartment.

(to Bella)
Miss Bella tell Mr. Christchurch
what you know.

BELLA
A pretty young woman seemed out of
place. 

Outside of the vehicle, Robert kneels next to Bella. 

BELLA (CONT'D)
She was older than most we girls,
but not much. She looked drugged
out, but I think she was acting. I
make a pencil sketch of her.

Bella hands Robert a small sketchpad of a drawing of Adobe
Rose looking disheveled with hair matted across her face.

BELLA (CONT'D)
This comes from my memory.

ROBERT
Wow, this is excellent! But if she
helps you girls out, why betray with
this sketch?

BELLA
Adobe Rose asked me to make certain
that I gave this to you.

QUICK FLASHBACK:

EXT. PUERTO RICO BEACH - DAY

Robert Christchurch stands over Adobe Rose blocking the sun
from her face, and she SLOWLY whips back her hair.
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ROBERT
(almost mesmerized)

Adobe Rose … yes of course. There's
a lot of hair in her eyes.

QUICK FLASH FORWARD:

EXT. COPENHAGEN APARTMENTS - LATE MORNING

Bella looks quite assured of herself.

BELLA
This is the Adobe Rose you look to
find?

ROBERT
You are a very good artist.

YANSTROM
(examines the sketch)

We'll get out an all points bulletin.

ROBERT
That's most likely not going to do
any good.

Robert closely examines the sketch of Adobe Rose.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
You didn't happen to catch where
they might be going next, did you?

BELLA
She told me to tell you to go to
Africa!

ROBERT
Did they tell you a location in
Africa?

BELLA
Where the blood diamonds run red
with the death of their victims.

ROBERT
My God, Sierra Leon! Did she mean
Sierra Leon?

BELLA
Yes, go to Sierra Leon.

EXT. JUMBALIA MILITARY COMPOUND - DAY

EMPEROR JUMBALIA's (40s) pockmarked ebony face perspires in
the day's sun.
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ROBERT (V.O.)
Ugliest, most deadly blood diamond
monsters in the world. Goes by the
handle of Emperor Jumbalia.

Jumbalia's cold black snake eyes reflect his pockmarks.

JUMBALIA
AIM! FIRE!

Jumbalia's FIRING SQUAD levels their AK-47s and shoots down
a row of pathetic looking BLACK SLAVES.

ROBERT (V.O.)
Jumbalia employs an Army of
Mercenaries throughout Africa to
kill anyone who becomes unfortunate
enough to question his legitimacy or
to cross his path.

Jumbalia removes his pearl handle .44 caliber pistol and
walks up to his mostly dead victims.

JUMBALIA
See, no steal diamonds from Jumbalia.

Jumbalia fires his pistol down at his victims with his face
highlighting six-times.

EXT. FREETOWN, SIERRA LEON - DAY

Adobe Rose and Zemz sit outside of a coffee shop on a busy
thoroughfare in Freetown the Capitol City of Sierra Leon.

FREETOWN / CAPITOL CITY of SIERRA LEONE

D'SHUAN
Adobe, you realize Sierra Leon is in
civil war meltdown?

ZEMZ
Yes, very dangerous down here.

LEOPOLD, 30s, a slight of built Africano (half Black/half
White) man, approaches with D'Shuan, stepping up to the three.

D'SHUAN
Meet Leopold. Cousin's our guide
down here.

Adobe Rose seizes up Leopold.

ADOBE ROSE
Is he trustworthy?
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LEOPOLD
In Sierra Leon, a gnat on a bull's
ass dies slower than human flesh
dealing in blood diamonds. Personally,
I serve the highest paying customer.

Zemz stands and steps up to Leopold.

ZEMZ
You hurt friends, I cut your guts
out and lay them on a dirt road.

LEOPOLD
(confidently)

I like this little man.

In a blink of an eye, Zemz removes knives from both hands
and cleanly slices off every button on Leopold's shirt. He
then stops both pointed blades to within a millimeter of the
black man's eyes.

D'SHUAN
Like I said brother Leopold, don't
lead us down the wrong rabbit hole.

As Leopold's shredded shirt drops to the floor, he remains
perfectly still.

LEOPOLD
Okay, Emperor Jumbalia lives in far
interior. Runs conflict diamond trade
in exchange for weapons, AK-47s, AR-
15s, grenades, rockets, heavy weapons.

ADOBE ROSE
He sounds like our kind of mark.

LEOPOLD
Emperor Jumbalia finance from trading
these war diamonds for cocaine
recently from a Venezuela drug lord.

ADOBE ROSE
Do you have his name?

LEOPOLD
He is half Latino, half Asian man. I
think his name is …

BLINDING FLASH CUT:
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EXT. TAOS PLAZA - DAY

Witnessing Salvador being abducted by Loose Cannon and Zoned
Out, the child's Adobe Rose face contorts up, and she starts
crying.

ADOBE ROSE
(weakly cries out)

SALVADOR! SALVADOR! SALVADOR!

BLINDING FLASH CUT:

EXT. FREETOWN, SIERRA LEON - DAY

Leopold's face drops to a sullen pale grey-stone masque.

LEOPOLD
Salvador must be your brother. No?

(droll smirk)
I love glorious family reunions. You
say I get to remove all diamonds I
can carry?

Adobe Rose nods her head, and Leopold removes a map from
within his shirt.

LEOPOLD (CONT'D)
I bring a map.

Adobe Rose briefly looks at the map and sees a landing strip
for a plane.

ADOBE ROSE
Good start to your interview. You
familiar with Emperor Jumbalia's
landing strip for a plane?

INT. CARGO PLANE OVER SIERRA LEON - SETTING SUN

While D'Shuan flies a cargo plane, Adobe Rose sits in the
copilot seat and spots a landing strip.

EAST SIERRA LEON

D'SHUAN
(all thru comm)

That's where we set down. Circling
around now. Come downwind from the
hills.

Off in the distance, Adobe Rose looks at the squad of
MERCENARIES lead off a column of BLACK SLAVES away from the
river.

SKIES OVER KABALA KOINADUGU
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ADOBE ROSE
Emperor Jumbalia forces his slaves
to pan for diamonds in the shallows
of the river bed.

D'SHUAN
Looks that way. They only mine during
the day to keep their workers from
easily stealing diamonds.

ADOBE ROSE
So no slaves should drown?

D'SHUAN
That's the plan. Emperor Jumbalia's
Army won't know what hit them, but
then the slaves will also be sedated.

In the back of the cargo hold, Zemz peers down on Jumbalia's
massive military compound.

ZEMZ
Lots of Mercenaries down there!

(looks at Leopold)
You no lose your lunch, do you?

Perspiring like a pig about to be roasted, Leopold looks
peaked.

LEOPOLD
Just thinking about …

ZEMZ
How soon you be a wealthy man?

EXT. SIERRA LEON - NIGHT

As the plane starts its pass over the operation, it releases
jet sprays of a gas.

INTERIOR of SIERRA LEONE 

With the drone of a cargo plane, a few Mercenaries and a
number of slaves look up to see a slight than feel a slight
mist falling down upon them.

JUMBALIA'S DIAMOND OPERATION
Emperor Jumbalia steps out of his
headquarters to also experience the
light spray.

JUMBALIA
What is this?
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Emperor Jumbalia eyes grow heavy and his legs start to wobble.
He then turns a 180-degree and crashes onto a massive wooden
table with charts and maps flying every which way.

ADOBE ROSE
(all thru comm)

So, Leopold, you can take us right
to Emperor Jumbalia?

LEOPOLD
(thru gas mask)

Count on me … Adobe Rose briefly
glances at Leopold.

ADOBE ROSE
When anyone ever tells me, count on
me that's when I know I can only
count on myself.

EXT. JUMBALIA MILITARY COMPOUND - DAWN

An EERY SILENCE befalls the smoky-gray landscape along painted
by the HEAVY MIST laying over the Kabala valley.

JUMBALIA'S MILITARY COMPOUND

Adobe Rose, D'Shuan, Zemz, and Leopold cautiously walk through
Jumbalia's military encampment with every Mercenary passed
out on the ground in complete incapacitation.

LEOPOLD
(thru gas mask)

How long does sleeping gas last?

D'SHUAN
(thru gas mask)

I hit them two, three times; so we
have about five to seven hours.

LEOPOLD
(also thru mask)

Doesn't kill them?

ADOBE ROSE
(thru gas mask)

No, but when they wake up, they'll
have a headache the size of Texas.

Also wearing his gas mask, Zemz runs back from the center of
the military compound.

ZEMZ
(also thru mask)

Big boy leader …
(MORE)
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ZEMZ (CONT'D)
(points behind him)

Back there. And no good news, slaves
father back toward the river. All
unconscious.

Outside of the camp Headquarters, Emperor Jumbalia lies passed
out over a set of charts of the local area and logs of the
diamond mining operation.

D'Shuan cinches a thick plastic tie-on around Emperor
Jumbalia's wrists, pulls it tight, and by his collar ruggedly
yanks him off of the table.

ADOBE ROSE
(to Leopold)

Securing the Mercenaries, we need
your help.

LEOPOLD
My help? I've diamonds to collect.

D'Shuan squares off to Leopold and hands him a bag full of
tie-ons.

D'SHUAN
Look diamond boy, if you want me to
fly your ass out of here, we need to
secure Jumbalia's entire army.

LEOPOLD
That's over a hundred men. I'll just
drive a vehicle out of here.

ADOBE ROSE
Zemz … 

Zemz holds up several automobile wires.

ZEMZ
I disable all vehicles.

Holding a tie-on in her hands, Adobe Rose offers up a half
smile.

ADOBE ROSE
Leopold, you'd best get to it.

TIME LAP DISSOLVES:

Adobe Rose hustles up to a Mercenary laying unconscious and
secures his writs with a tie-on.

D'Shuan places tie-ons around the wrists of multiple
Mercenaries.
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Zemz also secures multiple tie-ons on the wrists of
Mercenaries.

Leopold delicately places a tie-on around the BLOND MERCENARY
and barely cinches it up.

Slightly perspiring, Adobe Rose continues to secure one tie-
on after the next around Mercenary's wrists.

D'Shuan and Zemz work together to tie a half dozen Mercenaries
together.

Leopold turns to another Mercenary and gingerly secures a
tie-on around his wrists.

Blond Mercenary eyes flutter open.

Adobe Rose comes upon multiple slaves.

Blond Mercenary slips out of his tie-on binding.

Adobe Rose gets a ladle full of water and cautiously pours
drops into a young African woman's mouth.

In a dazed stupor, Blond Mercenary struggles to his feet.

END DISSOLVES:

The child, MALI, SLOWLY opens her eyes and trustingly look
at Adobe Rose.

MALI
Are you my Guardian Angel?

Shaking, Blond Mercenary grabs an AK-47 and pulls back its
loading mechanism.

Adobe Rose walks back to where D'Shuan, Zemz, and Leopold
stand over Emperor Jumbalia who appears to be waking up.

Blond Mercenary points the AK-47 right at Adobe Rose's back.

Adobe Rose turns around to see the blond Anglo Mercenary
drawing down on her.

D'SHUAN & ZEMZ
(echoes forth)

ADOBE …

Just as the Anglo Mercenary fires off a single shot, Adobe
Rose flinch to one side.

Trembling, Blond Mercenary re-aims his rifle at Adobe Rose.
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Mali rises behind the Anglo Mercenary and smashes a metal
shovel down on the back of his head dropping him flat on the
ground.

Mali drops the shovel and rushes to Adobe Rose's side.

ADOBE ROSE
Child, you are very brave. Do you
have family here?

MALI
All dead.

ADOBE ROSE
And your village? We can take you to
your village.

MALI
Village burned down. All relatives
killed by that man … 

Mali points to Emperor Jumbalia.

ADOBE ROSE
(resolute)

He will get his punishment.

D'Shuan and Zemz look at Adobe Rose's bleeding rib cage.

D'SHUAN
Adobe, you've been shot.

Adobe Rose looks down at her side that bleeds through her
flack jacket.

ADOBE ROSE
Strange, I don't feel like I've been
shot.

Mali hugs Adobe Rose even more tightly.

MALI
Please don't leave me here. Men will
hurt me.

Adobe Rose looks at D'Shuan and Zemz.

D'SHUAN
Is it all right to take you to my
mother's house?

Mali refuses to let Adobe Rose go.

MALI
Stay with you.
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ADOBE ROSE
Settled, you come with us. What is
your name?

MALI
Mali. My name is Mali.

ADOBE ROSE
Mali is a pretty name for a pretty
young girl. My friends call me Adobe
Rose, but my real name is Anna Bella
Rosario.

With trusting eyes, Mali looks up at Adobe Rose whose eyes
start to flutter.

MALI
Miss Anna Bella Rosario, I do not
know how to cry.

Adobe Rose's eyes roll backward, and she passes out to a
small pool of blood forming underneath her.

EXT. SIERRA LEON AIR STRIP - DAY

In a Land Rover, D'Shuan careens to a stop creating a cloud
of dust. Zemz and Mali hustle out of the vehicle and enter
the cargo plane.

From the vehicle's back, D'Shuan lifts up Adobe Rose and
carries her into the plane.

EXT. JUMBALIA MILITARY COMPOUND - DAY

Leopold's feet and wrists remain securely handcuffed behind
a tree. He looks down to see a valise full of diamonds rests
between his legs.

Hearing the drone of a plane's engine, he looks up to see
D'shaun's cargo plane fly over him.

Leopold then looks across the compound to spot Black Slaves
place a rope around the protesting Emperor Jumbalia and pull
him up a tree to his flailing legs and arms.

INT. CARGO PLANE OVER SIERRA LEON - DAY

D'Shuan looks to see Zemz and Mali holding and tending to
Adobe Rose who closes in on unconsciousness.

ADOBE ROSE
(struggling to speak)

Zemz make me a promise to get Mali
to a safe place, a place where she
can grow up to be … 
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Adobe Rose slips into unconsciousness, and Zemz looks at
D'Shuan with high urgency.

ZEMZ
Wherever you fly, get there fast.

INT. HOSPITAL MONROVIA LIBERIA- DAY

In a surgical unit, a DOCTOR extracts a bullet from Adobe
Rose's lower rib cage.

MONROVIA LIBERIA
Adobe Rose's angelic face remains
hooked up to a breathing machine.

EXT. JUMBALIA MILITARY COMPOUND - DAY

Robert Christchurch cautiously walks through the Military
Compound.

Robert steps up to look up at Emperor Jumbalia half-naked
body hanging from a rope with a sign attached to his pants.

Robert pulls off the sign and reads it out-loud.

ROBERT
My name was Emperor Jumbalia. The
misery and pain I caused now ended
here.

Across the compound, Robert looks to see every Mercenary
soldiers hanging by their necks.

Robert hears a muffles sound. He cautiously circles around a
tree to see Leopold tied to its backside. He steps up to him
and removes a gag.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
I take it you were not part of
Jumbalia's mercenaries?

LEOPOLD
His attackers left me here.

INT. HOSPITAL MONROVIA LIBERIA- DAY

With a light breeze blowing through the window, Adobe Rose
lays in a hospital bed.

Adobe Rose's eyes suddenly flutter into REM sleep.
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EXT. JUMBALIA MILITARY COMPOUND - DAY

Behind Robert Christchurch, a company of Sierra Leon ARMY
TROOPS combs the forced labor camp cutting down the bodies
of the Mercenaries from the trees.

Robert looks down on Leopold.

ROBERT
Who are you?

LEOPOLD
Leopold, I was the guide to a woman
and two men who handcuffed me to
this tree. The woman was shot. 

Leopold flicks his head toward the hanged Anglo Mercenary.

LEOPOLD (CONT'D)
By that man?

Robert's face tightens with concern.

ROBERT
Did she survive?

LEOPOLD
She's very much alive!

ROBERT
Was the name of the woman shot, Adobe
Rose?

LEOPOLD
Yes, Adobe Rose. Damn good looking.
You know her?

ROBERT
What are the names of the men she
was traveling with?

LEOPOLD
The tall black man is D'Shuan. Said
he liked American football. The Asian
man is Zemz, but I say enough.

Robert looks back down at Leopold to spot a shiny object
catching his attention. He bends down to pick up a marble-
seize raw diamond and tightens his fist around it.

ROBERT
Leopold, did you happen to catch
where they were taking her?

Looking at Robert's fist, Leopold half quirks out a smile.
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LEOPOLD
Maybe told you enough. Memory starts
getting foggy.

ROBERT
I am Inspector Christchurch from
Interpol. I expect you to give me a
statement, and then I hand you this.

Robert opens up his fist to show Leopold the marble-seize
raw diamond.

LEOPOLD
A school-aged girl went with them.

INT. HOSPITAL MONROVIA LIBERIA- AFTERNOON

In ICU, Adobe Rose quietly lays unconscious in a hospital
bed with lifesaving tubes and machines hooked up to her alive,
and the song continues.

ROBERT (V.O.)
She came for the diamonds.

Adobe Rose's face loosens in an angelic pose.

LEOPOLD (V.O.)
No, Adobe Rose and the two men seem
to have no interest in diamonds.

Outside of the ICU, D'Shuan, Zemz, and Mali stand looking
through the window in stunned shock.

LEOPOLD (V.O.) (CONT'D)
They came here to stop Emperor
Jumbalia.

The ER DOCTOR steps up to the three.

ROBERT (V.O.)
And the large Black American and the
Asian didn't kill a single Mercenary?

LEOPOLD (V.O.)
Shock me too. They didn't fire a
single shot. They use sleeping gas
from a cargo plane.

The ER Doctor points to one of the machines, appearing to
FLATLINE.

ER DOCTOR
I'm sorry to tell you that your Miss
Rosario has no brain function.
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D'SHUAN
Then your machine is wrong.

ER DOCTOR
Sad to see such a young woman in the
prime of life … well after you say
goodbye, can we harvest the body for
critical donation organs?

ZEMZ
Donation organs? No! Who does that?

D'SHUAN
And there's no way she can come out
of this coma?

ER DOCTOR
Not maybe one in a million. She just
lost too much blood. Would you like
to say your farewells?

D'Shuan lowers his head and lightly nods.

EXT. JUMBALIA MILITARY COMPOUND - AFTERNOON

Robert lifts Leopold up to his feet and handcuffs him behind
his back.

ROBERT
And why shouldn't I detain you, Mr.
Leopold? 

Robert turns Leopold to look him in the eye.

LEOPOLD
I have broken no laws of Sierra Leon.

ROBERT
Maybe not, but I'll be put out if I
hear that Adobe Rose has died, and
you had a part in that.

INT. HOSPITAL MONROVIA LIBERIA - DAY

D'Shuan, Zemz, and Mali stand next to Adobe Rose's hospital
bed.

ZEMZ
I know very ancient Buddhist right
of passage.

D'SHUAN
Buddhist right of passage? You mean
to help her move onto her next life?
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ZEMZ
Maybe. We see. Stay still. No matter
what I do … do not move … especially
say nothing.

Seemingly from nowhere, Zemz pulls out a Buddhist gong and
with a deerskin-covered drumstick places the instrument over
Adobe Rose's head and loudly rings it one-time.

ZEMZ (CONT'D)
(chant)

Hari Rings'na Carni Concar'nia make
your appearance and help this child
of light into rebirth. [Repeat] 

Lightly banging his gong, Zemz walks around to the other
side of the bed.

Magically the metal percussion instrument in his hands
disappears.

Gently, Zemz takes his fingers and places them directly onto
Adobe Rose's head. He whispers something to her right and
then left ear.

Closing his eyes, Zemz continues chanting a Mandala prayer.

ZEMZ (CONT'D)
Mandala, seaman, cartuna, fallala,
Hari Rings'na Cani Concar'nia come
to us and repair what can be repaired.

Zemz then takes his right hand and with middle finger tightens
it and lightly flicks the top of Adobe Rose's nose.

Adobe Rose's brain monitor PEAKS UP for a one-time pulse.

D'Shuan's eyes widen.

Mali's jaw drops.

Zemz hovers his hands back-and-forth across Adobe Rose's
scalp.

Zemz then takes his left hand and with middle finger tightens
it and gently snaps over, the top of Adobe Rose's head two
times to the brain monitor flickering twice.

Zemz then whispers more inaudible words into Adobe Rose's
right ear.

Then with both hands, Zemz curls in his fingers and lightly
flicks the side of Adobe Rose's temples.
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WITHOUT WARNING the brain monitor comes to life, and Adobe
Rose's eyes rapidly flutter. She then releases a deep throat
MOAN and then sucks in a WHOOSH of air.

Zemz again takes both hands, holds the sides of Adobe Rose's
head, and O SO VERY SLOWLY, he pulls his hands upwards.

ZEMZ (CONT'D)
(profusely perspiring)

BE GONE! BE GONE FROM OUR SISTER
ADOBE ROSE! FOREVER! BE GONE!

As Zemz reaches upward, the entire hospital room pulses with
rainbow electromagnetic energy.

ZEMZ (CONT'D)
I SAY FOREVER! BE GONE!

Adobe Rose's eyes opening wide, and she sits up and looks at
her friends.

ADOBE ROSE
HELLO! 

(then calmly)
I went to a beautiful place, and now
I return to my friends.

(looks at Mali)
Mali, you're here. I'm so happy.

With tears in her eyes, Mali rushes into Adobe Rose's arms
and gives her a loving hug.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
See? Crying can be a good thing.

INT. SIERRA LEON - SETTING SUN

In the back of another 4-wheeler, Robert glances over to see
Leopold uncomfortably fondling his diamond.

ROBERT
Hypothetically speaking if Leopold
was badly shot, where would you want
to be transported to save your life?

Leopold releases a lip-biting smile.

LEOPOLD
I tell you everything. Means nothing
to me.

ROBERT
I could take the diamond away from
you.
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LEOPOLD
But you give word.

ROBERT
Okay, but I didn't give my word about
this … 

Robert removes his service revolver and shoots Leopold in
his foot.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
Leopold, don't make me shoot you in
the other foot.

Through a high degree of pain, Leopold blurts forth …

LEOPOLD
MONROVIA …

ROBERT
Capitol of Liberia?

LEOPOLD
Yes, the best place in West Africa
with trauma center … want to be saved.

INT. HOSPITAL MONROVIA LIBERIA - NIGHT

In her hospital room, D'Shuan and Zemz sit in chairs, and
Mali lays next to Adobe Rose.

SLOWLY, Adobe Rose's eyes open to see her faithful friends
keeping guard over her.

ADOBE ROSE
(whispers)

D'Shuan, are you awake?

D'Shuan's eyelids open, and he lightly nods his head.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
Thanks. My friends saved my life. I
think the police will soon be here.
I would rather go back to being dead
than end up in an African prison. We
need to move.

D'SHUAN
Soon, very soon. And you know where
we go, Mali cannot be any part of
that.

Adobe Rose's face tightens.

DISSOLVE TO:
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As morning breaks, Robert Christchurch steps into Adobe Rose's
hospital room. He steps up to the bed and feels its covered
sheet. He then looks over to the HEAD NURSE.

ROBERT
Bed sheet's still warm, and you
thought they were still here.

HEAD NURSE
I just deliver Miss Rosario's meds
not more than ten minutes past.

ROBERT
Lockdown this hospital!

Robert starts to rush from the room.

HEAD NURSE
(laughs)

Lockdown this hospital? You must be
joking. In Liberia, we don't lock
down anything.

Robert turns back to the Head Nurse.

ROBERT
Okay, no lockdown. I imagine they
couldn't have gone that far. Was a
young African girl, say ten to twelve,
with them? Name of Mali?

HEAD NURSE
Unless ordered by a judge we cannot
supplying any personal information.

With a deep breath, Robert's eyes appear wary.

EXT. NEW YOUR CITY - DAY

REVERSE SHOT: Robert Christchurch steps up to the headquarters
of the National Football League and briefly studies its
multistory structure.

NFL HEADQUARTERS, NEW YORK CITY

Right behind him stand two large men, one with an ICE logo
and the second with an FBI logo on their windbreakers.

INT. NEW YORK CITY - DAY

ICE Agent BRONCO, FBI Agent BUFFALO, (both 30s) and Robert
step up to the female receptionist, NA'SHUANA, 20s.
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BRONCO
(flashes badge)

Good morning, I'm ICE Agent Bronco.

BUFFALO
And I'm FBI Agent Buffalo. This here
is Mr. Christchurch from Interpol.
We need to research one of your past
NFL players.

NA'SHUANA
So you're from Customs Immigration
Enforcement and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation? Most of our records
on players are public information
that you can find on the Worldwide
Web.

BRONCO
However, some NFL records are sealed
for privacy matters.

FBI Agent Buffalo produces a Court Document and flashes the
paperwork to Na'shuana.

BUFFALO
That's why we brought a signed court
document by a judge.

NA'SHUANA
And what player would you be
interested in researching?

BRONCO
At this time, that's confidential.

NA'SHUANA
I'll call one of the office managers
to come and assist you. Wait there.

Na'Shuana points to an area with seats.

BUFFALO
Right here at the desk is just fine.

Na'Shuana holds her ground.

NA'SHUANA
This area must be open for the public
information. Or I could call security,
have them remove you, and write out
an incident report. Would that impress
your bosses?
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ROBERT
I'll wait over there.

Reluctantly, the men step over to the waiting area.

On the desk phone, Na'Shuana dials up a manager and briefly
talk, but on her cell, she texts the message: [CG] FED AGENTS
AT NFL!

INT. D'SHUANSY RESIDENCE BROOKLYN NY - DAY

D'Shuan glances at the text that reads: FED AGENTS AT NFL!
He looks over to Adobe Rose, Zemz, and Mali. He then half
smiles at his mother, MRS. D'SHUANSY, 50s.

BROOKLYN NEW YORK

MRS. D'SHUANSY 
Now D'Shuan, don't fret about
anything. We'll take care of Mali
just fine. No immigration agent will
will take her into custody.

Mrs. D'Shuansy holds up a wicker broom.

MRS. D'SHUANSY (CONT'D)
At least not when I can chase them
off with my broom. Go now.

(to Adobe Rose)
Honey, you look peeked. Promise, get
some rest before you go back and
take out the garbage.

Adobe Rose releases a warm smile.

ADOBE ROSE
There's an international cop I need
to briefly tell you about …

EXT. D'SHUANSY RESIDENCE BROOKLYN NY - AFTERNOON

Robert Christchurch looks concerned by the OVERKILL of the
FBI and ICE SWAT teams surrounding the D'Shuansy Residence.

Robert sees Mrs. D'Shuansy step from her house sweeping her
front stoop with her broom.

ROBERT
(yells out)

EVERYONE STAND DOWN! SHE ONLY SWEEPS
WITH A BROOM!

Robert breaks through the SWAT ranks and marches up to Mrs.
D'Shuansy.
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ROBERT (CONT'D)
Mrs. D'Shuansy?

MRS. D'SHUANSY
And you must be Robert Christchurch.
Adobe Rose said you'd pay me a visit.

ROBERT
I just missed them, didn't I?

MRS. D'SHUANSY
Yes, but if you like to come in, I
serve you and your friends up some
hot cocoa.

SWAT rushes past Robert and Mrs. D'Shuansy into her residence.

ROBERT
Hot cocoa. That's nice. Any idea
where your son and his mates are?

MRS. D'SHUANSY
Mr. Christchurch, what I know will
be for your ears only.

ROBERT
I respect that. And the young African
girl, Mali? Are you keeping her safe?

MRS. D'SHUANSY
Yes, the feds will not be extraditing
that child.

ROBERT
Good. She needs a safe haven. Sorry
to have caused you all this trouble,
ma'am, but I need to be steered down
the right path.

Mrs. D'Shuansy holds up her hand.

MRS. D'SHUANSY
My boy D'Shuan, their friend Zemz,
and Adobe Rose has two more bad guys
to eliminate. Miss Rosario told me
to point you in the right direction.

ROBERT
So which is the right direction?

MRS. D'SHUANSY
Their last stop will be in Venezuela,
but Adobe Rose told me …
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INT. INTERPOL HEADQUARTERS NYC NY - NIGHT

In the Interpol Headquarters in New York City, Robert
Christchurch sits at a desk to Skype Interpol Chief Inspector
Monsieur l'Marque on his laptop computer screen.

L'MARQUE
(on video screen)

Congratulations Robert, you
consistently miss your three
desperadoes. Is that by purpose,
design, or just stink ass bad luck?
My God Christchurch, you're rapidly
becoming the worst inspector in the
history of Interpol.

Robert appears nearly zapped out.

ROBERT
(perplexed)

Not sure what you're trying to say.

L'MARQUE
Of course, you don't know what I'm
trying to say. Christ–church, you
look like you haven't had a day off
in three years. For a young man, you
look like hell.

Robert fights off a yawn.

ROBERT
Sir, I need to see this through to
the end.

L'Marque appears consistently put out.

L'MARQUE
Well, good job on finding out about
the American footballer, D'Shuan
D'Shuansy. Seems like it is revenge
for a brother and two sisters in the
American drug wars.

ROBERT
(fatalistic)

Drug sales and abuse continue to be
global. I think this is now the new
World War III.

L'Marque condescendingly smiles.

L'MARQUE
In truth, World War III? 

(MORE)
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L'MARQUE (CONT'D)
Shall we review? You've chased these
three from East Los Angeles, to
Mexico, to the Caribbean, to Europe,
Africa, and now in New York City. Do
you even begin to have a clue where
they're headed next?

ROBERT
Adobe Rose and her men are motivated.

INT. INTERPOL HEADQUARTERS LYON FRANCE - MORNING

L'MARQUE
Inspector, I'm removing you from the
case Adobe Rose case and ordering
you to take a month off. When you
come back, you'll be reassigned as I
see … 

Without warning, the Skype screen goes blank.

L'MARQUE (CONT'D)
(under breath)

Bastard!

L'Marque turns to the mega muscular totally buffed out
Interpol Inspector Atlas.

L'MARQUE (CONT'D)
Inspector Atlas, by tracking down
Christchurch, you'll find Adobe Rose
and her two thugs.

Atlas remains still to the sound of GUNFIRE and CHILDREN'S
SCREAMS.

INT./EXT. MYANMAR - NIGHT

The child, ZEMZ, stands in a burning shack to his PARENTS
laying mortally wounded with a dozen TRIANGLEZE FIGHTERS
rushing past him.

MEANER / NEAR the CHINA BORDER 

In witnessing his Parents succumb to smoke and fire, Zemz
starts to cry.

The leader, TSAO, picks up Zemz by his shirt, carries him
outside, and deposits the boy a short distance from the
burning structure.

GOLDEN HEROIN TRIANGLE
Boy, remember, I, the great Tsao,
saves your life.
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Zemz's child face draws a blank expression to the sound of
DARTS SWOOSHING through the air.

MORPH TO:

INT./EXT. MYANMAR - NIGHT - DUSK

Zemz's adult face tightens as he releases a blow-dart.

Dozens of darts cut through and the air imbed into the necks
of Triangleze Fighters. Their legs wobble and collapse to
the jungle floor.

NORTH of IRRAWADDY RIVER 

Hiking down a jungle pathway, darts take out a dozens
Triangleze Fighters.

GOLDEN TRIANGLE near CHINESE BORDER 

The Triangleze leader, Tao, stops hiking and turns around to
see his entire company of fighters lying immobile on the
jungle ground.

From the distant bend in the trail, Zemz steps through the
smog into the trail.

Zemz lifts up a tube to his mouth and blows as hard as he
can.

Tsao raises his AK-47 rifle toward Zemz.

The dart flies through the air to Tsao raising his arm to
deflect the missile that embeds into his forearm.

Reflectively, Tsao fires off a shot harmlessly into the
ground. His legs weaver and he collapses face down on the
dirt trail.

With Tsao laid out before Zemz, the Buddish warrior's face
hardens.

EXT. TSAO COMPOUND - NIGHT

Standing outside of the Tsao Compound, Adobe Rose and Zemz
observe D'Shuan land a helicopter.

TSAO COMPOUND

From the helicopter, the Veiled Older Woman, Azia, receives
help from Zoned Out in exiting the bird and approaches Adobe
Rose and Zemz.
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AZIA
Zemz, is that the man who killed
your family?

From a rope, Tsao hangs upside down on a tree, while vainly
struggling against his bindings and gag.

ZEMZ
Yes, Tsao needs to die for murder
against my family and crimes against
the Burmese people.

Through the shimmer of the sun, Azia looks up at Tsao.

AZIA
Tsao was one of my main rivals. Now,
he appears to be only a monkey hanging
upside down from a tree.

ZEMZ
My right by blood! I kill Tsao.

D'Shuan stands next to Adobe Rose and Zemz.

AZIA
That could be, but then Adobe Rose
never sees where to find her bother.

(to Adobe Rose)
You want to see Salvador, don't you?
Besides you have far exceeded my
expectations.

Zoned Out hands Adobe Rose a piece of paper.

AZIA (CONT'D)
Here take it. It's the bank account
with the rest of your money. I also
present you with another prize. One
I think you appreciate very much.

Azia snaps her fingers and from Tsao's jungle hut, Loose
Cannon roughly escorts a beat to hell Robert Christchurch.
He then deposits the thoroughly battered Interpol inspector
at Adobe Rose's feet.

AZIA (CONT'D)
I brought Robert here for the Adobe
Rose choice …

(points to Tsao)
Spare him, or …

(points to Robert)
Him?

Adobe Rose steps up to Robert, clicks open a switchblade,
and cuts the gag from around his mouth.
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ROBERT
(mumbles forth)

Thanks …

ADOBE ROSE
Robert, you certainly show up at the
worst possible time. What am I suppose
to do with you?

ROBERT
(struggles to answer)

I … actually … am … suspended … I
here on my … own … free … time.

Adobe Rose turns to Azia, Loose Cannon, and Zoned Out. She
then looks up at Tsao.

ADOBE ROSE
I'll take …

(looks down at Robert)
this one.

AZIA
I think a good choice. Robert
Christchurch, this is your lucky
day.

(to Adobe Rose)
I think you need to be off to
Venezuela.

A LAW [ground to ground] rocket zooms past Robert and impacts
into Tsao's frame blasting his body.

Except for Adobe Rose, everyone drops down seeking whatever
cover becomes available.

From the jungle, dozens of small arms discharge in a massive
display of weapons fire.

Timing her move, Adobe Rose leaps onto Robert covering his
body from the immense firepower.

Another LAW rocket blows the front of Tsao's jungle hut facade
across the jungle floor with debris setting across everyone.

Around the perimeter, napalm bombs light up the darkened
jungle landscape followed by the REPORT of a high power rifle.

Adobe Rose looks over to see one Triangleze Fighter fall
mortally wounded followed by another round of napalm bombs
and Triangleze Fighters firing off their weapons.

When the fireworks display settles down, the Interpol
Inspector Atlas steps out from the jungle.
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ROBERT
You know Interpol has no jurisdiction
in Myanmar?

D'SHUAN
I don't think he's here to take us
back alive.

Atlas raises his assault rifle at Robert to a dart flying
through the air and embedding into his neck.

Atlas discharges his weapon multiple times at Robert's feet
and falls forward.

Atlas keeps firing his rifle straight into the ground, and
he collapses onto the jungle floor.

Atlas attempts to pull a dart from his neck when he passes
out.

Dropping her dart tube, Adobe Rose rushes to Robert's side,
and with his blue eyes he looks up at her.

ROBERT
(weakly)

Miss Adobe, I …
(voice trails off)

I've been shot … 

Robert's voice trails off to the sounds of BUDDHIST CHANTING
and a DEEP BELL SOUNDING outward with occasional FINGER
CYMBALS ringing forth.

Adobe Rose then looks over to Azia, Loose Cannon, and Zoned
Out standing and shaking the dust from their bodies. She
then points to Atlas.

ADOBE ROSE
You want a human prize? Take him.

Loose Cannon and Zoned out step over to Atlas, place handcuffs
on him, and stand him to his feet to a growing BUDDHIST CHANT.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. BUDDHIST MONK SANCTUARY - NIGHT

Across the Bhutan Monastery, the Buddhistic chant fills the
night sky.

HIMALAYAN SOUTHEASTERN SLOPES
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INT. BUDDHIST MONK SANCTUARY - NIGHT

With incense swirling upward in a Buddhist sanctuary, two
BUDDHIST MONKS pray over Robert Christchurch nearly lifeless
body.

BUDDHIST MONASTERY
Adobe Rose, Zemz, and D'Shuan stand
right outside of the doorway.

KINGDOM of BHUTAN

D'SHUAN
Christchurch comes a long way with
us.

D'Shuan holds up Christchurch's bullet resistant vest.

D'SHUAN (CONT'D)
His bullet resistant vest stopped
four of the five rounds. It appears
that one of the bullets pushed the
other into his chest.

ZEMZ
No good fortune. We know him but for
few moments. Seem like a nice man.

ADOBE ROSE
Gosh darn it to heck and gone. I
never want any innocent hurt.

D'Shuan holds out a laminated card.

D'SHUAN
Says here, my name is Robert
Christchurch. If gravely wounded or
worse, please notify parents in New
Zealand. There's an email address to
contact.

Adobe Rose holds out her hand to D'Shuan handing her the
card.

ADOBE ROSE
Robert Christchurch, the exotic
photographer.

D'SHUAN
Adobe, we finish business?

ADOBE ROSE
This next business is a personal
family matter. I must see this
through, one way or another.
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ZEMZ
Not alone, we all see this through.

Adobe Rose longingly looks down at Robert's still face to
the distant sound of EXPLOSIONS and GUNFIRE.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. VENEZUELA - DAY

Standing on the lip of a Venezuelan mountain overhang, Adobe
Rose spies an all out fire fight to the far side of the valley
within the Salvador compound.

VENEZUELA SOUTH AMERICA

ADOBE ROSE 
It seems my brother is having an
internal crisis.

Within the Salvador compound, massive amounts of gunfire and
hand grenade explosions exchange between two groups.

ZEMZ
(thru binocular)

I say brother is in all out civil
war.

On a laptop's screen, D'Shuan pulls up a drone shot of an
exceptionally rugged Venezuelan, BULERO, 40s, firing off
double .45 pistols.

D'SHUAN
Drone's on line. Check this out.

Bulero directs a dozen of his TRAITORS to shoot it out against
a not quite identified opposing force.

D'SHUAN (CONT'D)
Is that your brother?

SALVADOR, early 30s, and several of his LOYALISTS engage in
a fierce fight with hand grenades and multiple rounds against
Bulero and his Traitors followed by explosions and multiple
tracer rounds.

ADOBE ROSE
He looks like Salvador. The action's
pretty rough.

In a fierce battle, Santiago and two remaining Loyalist appear
cornered in one section of the compound.
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D'SHUAN
Salvador and his loyal fighters are
losing.

One of Bulero's Traitors shoulders an R.P.G. (rocket-propelled
grenade) and points it toward Salvador and his men.

ADOBE ROSE
(echo like)

The traitors have a rocket propelled
grenade!

Just before he fires off its missile, the Traitor gets shot
in the chest raising the trajectory of the R.P.G. sending it
over the compound wall in the direction of Adobe Rose,
D'Shuan, and Zemz's position.

The missile arches high into the sky taking a nosedive to
the ground, exploding a few hundred yards from Adobe Rose,
D'Shuan, and Zemz who give each other a disbelieving glance.

D'SHUAN
Well, that was crazed to the bone.

The drone swings around to video CLOSE UP of Bulero directing
a dozen Traitors to circle around to fight Salvador's Loyalist
fighters.

ZEMZ
Salvador is loosing.

POWDER FLASHES, BOMB creating FIREBALLS, and TRACER ROUNDS,
the drone flies over the battle scene to view …

EXT. SALVADOR COMPOUND - DAY -- CONTINUOUS

The fierce gun battle rages between Salvador's Loyalist and
Bulero's Traitors.

ZEMZ
Salvador soon has no fighters left
to protect him.

The fighting intensives between Santiago, his Loyalist, and
the Bulero's Traitors.

D'SHUAN
Adobe gives us the word; we go in
guns blazing.

Salvador injects another clip into an Uzi and ROCK 'N' ROLLS
against Bulero's Traitors.
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SALVADOR
(yells out)

NO BULERO TRAITORS TAKE A ROSARIO
ALIVE!

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. VENEZUELA - DAY -- CONTINUOUS

[Computer screen] Salvador maintains his intensity firing
rounds after rounds at Bulero and his Traitors.

ZEMZ
This is no kidnap assignment. This
is rescue mission.

[Computer screen] The drone hovers over the firefight with
only Salvador and two Loyalist remaining in the fight.

ADOBE ROSE
(sad eyes)

I think my brother is unrecognizable.

EXT. SALVADOR COMPOUND - DAY -- CONTINUOUS

With his two Loyalist, Salvador steadily stops shooting
against the opposing Hispano Traitors, and the compound falls
into an EERIE CALM.

ADOBE ROSE (V.O.)
Salvador runs out of bullets.

Salvador and his two Loyalist tie off white bandannas on the
end of their assault rifles and raises them.

Bulero stands and flashes a gold tooth sardonic smile and
mercilessly shoots down the two Salvador Loyalist.

BULERO
Speak only English.

Salvador remains unwavering, and Bulero steps up to him.

SALVADOR
So Bulero's fighters don't understand
what we say? Bulero betrays me.

Salvador eyes a half dozen Hispano Traitors.

BULERO
Down here, those are the rules.
Everybody betrays everybody, every
time.

Bulero turns to his men.
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BULERO (CONT'D)
Esposa las manos de Salvador [Handcuff
the hands of Salvador.] 

1ST TRAITOR cuffs Salvador's wrists behind his back.

BULERO (CONT'D)
I understand your grandmother … ¿Como
se llama?

SALVADOR
Madam Azia.

BULERO
Yes, Madam Azia. She pays big money
for your head in a box.

SALVADOR
En realidad, Bulero, mi abuela sólo
paga un rescate de $30,000,000.00 si
estoy vivo. [Actually, Bulero, my
grandmother only pays a ransom of
$30,000,000.00 if I am alive.] 

Bulero looks disturbed by Salvador's omission in Spanish.

BULERO
Now you tell my fighters to keep you
alive and kill me.

Bulero raises his weapon at Salvador.

BULERO (CONT'D)
Large mistake.

SALVADOR
No, this is a large mistake for you.
Look!

Raising their weapons, two Hispano Traitors level their
weapons against Bulero and empty their magazines into him. 

Then from behind the two Hispano Traitors, the 1st Traitor
shoots down them. When the smoke clears, only he steps
forward.

1ST TRAITOR
(simpleton like)

30-million? 30-million is much money.

SALVADOR
Yes, and for 30-million you must
keep me alive.
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Salvador tries to raise his cuffed from hands behind his
back.

SALVADOR (CONT'D)
Unlock these handcuffs, and I get
you the money.

1ST TRAITOR
No, Salvador always tries the tricks.
First, I must make you suffer.

SALVADOR
See, I know something you don't. A
storm comes, comes for you, the last
traitor standing.

1ST TRAITOR
(cautious)

A storm? El hurican?

SALVADOR
(spooky)

Sí, el hurican. When I was a child,
La Jirona stole me.

1st Traitor tightens a contorted face.

1ST TRAITOR
(freaking out)

¿La Jirona? No La Jirona.

Salvador's face steadily falls from full light into a FILM
LIKE NEGATIVE emanation.

SALVADOR
Yes, La Jirona. Now La Jirona comes
for the last traitor standing.

1ST TRAITOR
(chokes down his words)

No La Jirona! She makes men insane.

From a distance, a dot appears in the night sky, which looms
forth larger-and-larger to Salvador's voice increasingly
grows more-and-more distorted.

SALVADOR
Sí. La Jirona will steal your babies.
La Jirona will silence your beating
heart. La Jirona will kill your soul.
La Jirona will steal your sanity; so
you can only wander in hell for the
rest of your life.
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From the sky, Adobe Rose floats down in a parachute with
flaming red hair appearing on fire.

SALVADOR (CONT'D)
See? La Jirona. No stopping La
Jirona's wrath! Now, she seeks the
revenge of the dead!

The Hispano Traitor screams in fear, drops his weapons, and
scatters out of Salvador's compound.

SALVADOR (CONT'D)
(yells at them)

Forever to wander the earth!

Adobe Rose gently floats to the ground and softly lands next
to Salvador.

SALVADOR (CONT'D)
Hello sister. Long time no see. Can
you unlock these handcuffs and get
me out of here? I'm exhausted with
Venezuela.

Adobe Rose sheds her parachute rig and steps up to Salvador.

ADOBE ROSE
I'm sure Venezuela is exhausted with
you.

INT. CARACAS HOTEL - DAY

Into the somewhat seedy hotel room, the hand of D'Shuan opens
the door to see Monsieur L'Marque and Atlas bound and gagged
to chairs.

CARACAS HOTEL

D'SHUAN
Well, if it isn't the International
Police Boy Band! Gags got your
tongues?

From out of a dark corner of the room, Robert Christchurch
steps into the dim light and points a pistol at D'Shuan.

D'SHUAN (CONT'D)
What fun! Robert Christchurch, now
the little Interpol party is complete.

ROBERT
They came here to kill you, Zemz,
and Adobe Rose than take Santiago to
Madam Azia and collect the
$30,000,000.00 for themselves.
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Adobe Rose and Zemz step into the room with Salvador with
his hands free.

ADOBE ROSE
Robert, why are you holding a pistol
at us?

ROBERT
Because you three and now I see your
brother, Salvador, are wanted
fugitives.

D'SHUAN
And you're just the Boy Scout to
uphold truth, justice, and the law
of the International Police?

Adobe Rose slowly approaches Robert.

ROBERT
Stop Adobe, or I could possibly,
maybe, might happen to …

ADOBE ROSE
Shoot me? Robert, we haven't come
this far for you to hurt me. Have
we? I mean if you one hundred percent
desire to hurt me, date me as your
girlfriend than with no explanation
dump me.

ROBERT
Oh, I don't think I could do that.

Robert lowers his pistol and drops it on the floor.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
There weren't any bullets it in
anyway.

Adobe Rose stops within a lip's separation from Robert.

ADOBE ROSE
My goal was to only punish the bad
guys.

ROBERT
(dreamy eyes)

I know that was your intention. How
will I know where to find you?

ADOBE ROSE
I'm an international fugitive, and I
love a great beach. If you find me …
well, you'll figure it out.
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Salvador looks on dumbfounded to D'Shuan and Zemz glancing
at each other.

ZEMZ
Could this be the end of our team?

D'SHUAN
Doesn't that always happen when a
love interest shows up?

Adobe Rose and Robert hover next to each other when a swaying
MELODIC CLASSICAL GUITAR PIECE softly builds.

SLOW DISSOLVE:

EXT. AZIA COMPOUND - DAY

With the swaying MELODIC CLASSICAL GUITAR PIECE continuing,
Adobe Rose, D'Shuan, Zemz, and Salvador step up to the front
door of Azia's massive compound.

AZIA'S COMPOUND in RURAL CHINA 

Azia flanked by Loose Cannon and Zoned Out step up to the
four.

SALVADOR
Grandmother, I'm here to accept
whatever punishment you pretend to
dish out.

Azia snaps her fingers one-time, and the CHINESE PRINCESS
BEAUTY steps forward.

AZIA
I only want what most grandmothers
desire, many grandchildren to spoil.

A smile crosses Salvador's face with the MELODIC CLASSICAL
GUITAR PIECE maintaining its seductive rhythm.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - DAY

D'Shuan and Zemz watch Adobe Rose disappear beyond the
Security Check point in the Shanghai International Airport.

ZEMZ
Boss Lady deserve a vacation.

D'SHUAN
We all do.
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ZEMZ
$10,000,000.00 gives a lifetime of
freedom.

(turns to D'Shuan)
Where you go?

D'SHUAN
Brooklyn. And you?

D'Shuan and Zemz's voices STEADILY FADE OUT.

ZEMZ
I think I go back to Myanmar and see
if Matilda's still interested.

D'SHUAN
(confounded)

Matilda? Whose Matilda?

ZEMZ
She's youngest sister of my best
friend.

D'Shuan and Zemz's voice trail off to the MELODIC CLASSICAL
GUITAR PIECE building in strength.

SLOW DISSOLVE:

D'SHUAN
You've got a friend?

ZEMZ
Sure do. You?

D'SHUAN
A daughter.

ZEMZ
And you have plans to adopt Mali?

EXT. SOLOMON ISLANDS - DAY

As the MELODIC CLASSICAL GUITAR PIECE continues to sway,
through the sun rays an unidentified man approaches the bikini
clad Adobe Rose.

SOLOMON ISLANDS

Robert Christchurch steps up to Adobe Rose blocking the sun
over her face.

SANTA ISABEL
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ROBERT
Good day miss. I couldn't help but
notice …

Adobe Rose sits up and studies the ruggedly handsome sandy
blond Kiwi appearing in his late twenties. She WHIPS BACK
her hair flashing her beautiful smile.

ADOBE ROSE
That you're blocking my sun.

ROBERT
(less awkwardly)

Excuse the intrusion …
(moves to one side)

I'm Robert.

ADOBE ROSE
And did Bob Boy's parents give him a
last name?

ROBERT
Why yes, of course, Christchurch …

ADOBE ROSE
Christchurch? That's different. So
what's your scam, Sam?

ROBERT
I'm on a worldwide photo safari to
discover the most beautiful woman in
the world …

ADOBE ROSE
Look, Bobby Burp Up, I'm definitely
not the fish you can hook on the
whim of the moment. Go to Brazil.
There are a bazillion more ravishing
babes on the beaches to impressed.

Robert steps up to her and extends his hands and shows Adobe
Rose a set of handcuffs.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
Why Robert Christchurch, I'm now
just learning you like your sex rough?

ROBERT
I'm here to apprehend you.

Adobe Rose takes a step closer to Robert.
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ADOBE ROSE
You do realize that the Solomon
Islands have no extradition with any
country, anywhere.

ROBERT
I know, but I thought you might like
to clear your conscience and come
with me voluntarily.

ADOBE ROSE
On what charge?

Robert takes a step closer to Adobe Rose.

ROBERT
Causing general mayhem and disorder
across planet Earth.

ADOBE ROSE
That doesn't sound like a real charge.

Adobe Rose again moves to within an inch of Robert.

ADOBE ROSE (CONT'D)
How about I Citizens Arrest you for
being a phony love interest.

Robert half SNICKERS FORTH and closes to within an inch of
Adobe Rose.

ROBERT
Good luck in getting myself taken
into custody for being a phony love
interest.

ADOBE ROSE
Then if you're not a phony love
interest, prove it.

[A beat] In ONE MASSIVE MAGNETIC EMBRACE, the couple lock-
lips and SERVES UP one of the greatest most historical
everlasting kisses known to lovers.

Like two ethical beings, D'Shuan and Zemz turn and walk away
from the couple.

ZEMZ
And in this crazy mixed up world of
ours …

D'SHUAN
That's how those two crazy adults,    
Adobe Rose and Robert became Mrs.
And Mr. Christchurch and found love.
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INT. BEACH SHACK HUT - NIGHT

A light-knock sounds through the door.

SALVADOR
(half whispers)

Adobe, you awake?

Naked in bed, Adobe and Robert lay passed-out, and she
struggles to wake up.

ADOBE ROSE
(half unconscious)

Wha … what's going on?

Adobe Rose sits up.

SALVADOR
Adobe Rose, this is your brother.

Adobe Rose shakes the sleep from her body and turns on a
light.

ADOBE ROSE
Salvador?

SALVADOR
It's about Cipriano.

ADOBE ROSE
Our dad?

SALVADOR
Yes, Cipriano.

ADOBE ROSE
You found our father!

Robert struggles to open one eye.

ROBERT
What's going on?

Adobe Rose slips on a sheer negligee, steps over to the door,
and cracks it open to see Salvador.

SALVADOR
Yes, father's in a Forced Labor Camp
in Siberia. Are you all in to help
in a rescue mission?

ADOBE ROSE
Damn straight! Lets go rescue dad.

FADE OUT:


